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Statements
I would like my

friends and
I think caringneighbours to

I think thatfor someonetalk more aboutI would be
There iscaring for thedying at homeI would like mysupportingI would expectwilling to
currentlydying is only awould be easierfriends to bepeople inmy friends andoffer practical

enough supportmatter forif family,morepractical waysneighbours tohelp to friends
for peopleprofessionalfriends andcomfortablewhen dealingsupport me if Iand neighbours

dealing withhealth andneighbourstalking aboutwith dying,was caring fordealing with
dying, deathsocial careoffereddying, deathdeath anda relativedying, death

and bereavementservicespractical helpand bereavementbereavementdying at homeand bereavement

2054205420542054205420542054Unweighted base

2054205420542054205420542054Weighted base

33133315941332117812561514NET: Agree
16%16%78%65%57%61%74%

7573479323254272416Strongly agree      (4)
4%4%23%16%12%13%20%

256261111510089249841098Tend to agree       (3)
12%13%54%49%45%48%53%

664846105212244334148Tend to disagree    (2)
32%41%5%10%12%16%7%

4475913258719256Strongly disagree   (1)
22%29%2%3%3%4%3%

11111437137270315426204NET: Disagree
54%70%7%13%15%21%10%

612283323452561373335Don't know
30%14%16%22%27%18%16%

1.971.903.183.002.912.853.09Mean

0.830.800.620.690.720.750.67Standard deviation
0.020.020.010.020.020.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
Summary
Base: All respondents
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6652103743494374333992422722582461768227711594I think caring for
74%78%75%78%79%78%87%CDEFg82%cDF74%77%d69%74%78%77%78%someone dying at home

would be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help

6382083673154094243512312502472601768127031514I would be willing to
71%78%n73%70%74%77%k76%F78%F68%73%73%74%77%A70%74%offer practical help to

friends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement

5531823262733573763392162201942291346866451332I would like my friends
62%68%65%61%65%68%k74%CDEF73%CDEF60%58%64%56%65%64%65%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

5261832962743303552961861912042161636546021256I would expect my
59%68%N59%61%60%64%64%F63%F52%60%F61%f68%F62%60%61%friends and neighbours

to support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home

4881682702403293392831771891932041326215571178I would like my friends
55%63%N54%54%60%l61%KL61%F60%f52%57%57%55%59%56%57%and neighbours to talk

more about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

1574983728395563950488062165168333I think that caring for
18%18%17%16%15%17%12%13%14%14%22%EFGH26%EFGH16%17%16%the dying is only a

matter for professional
health and social care
services
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

1513978788887664149457456163167331There is currently
17%15%15%17%16%16%14%14%13%13%21%EFGH23%EFGH16%17%16%enough support for

people dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

10229811315056719194681875144226193154861201401361826814513621594I think caring for
76%86%NOQR84%NQ78%68%81%M80%nq74%75%80%j79%j71%77%83%J79%76%78%77%79%81%J77%78%someone dying at home

Uwould be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help

9926610214358669181664846143228177144801161281271796013113031514I would be willing to
74%77%n76%74%71%75%75%72%73%79%fJ79%FJ65%72%77%j76%J69%73%76%J70%74%j74%74%offer practical help to

friends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement

782599411055596170566735114188158130681071111161536312411401332I would like my friends
58%75%NRU70%nRu57%67%67%70%NRU61%63%63%66%58%65%65%70%J60%66%65%73%J69%J64%65%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

7223081118455461495607091071981629766941071021605411010801256I would expect my
53%66%nU60%61%55%61%62%61%61%59%i69%EFIj60%I49%63%I62%I58%58%i68%efI62%i62%I61%61%friends and neighbours

lto support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home

792187410545522150506656107175150110579496891355710710141178I would like my friends
58%63%Nr55%54%55%59%62%n55%56%59%61%e55%55%55%62%e52%51%57%66%ef60%57%57%and neighbours to talk

more about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base
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Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

214216311712739167206285057338243122492212314333I think that caring for
16%12%12%16%21%14%16%18%T18%p15%Bh17%BH21%BEH17%BH7%16%Bh17%Bh13%b21%BeH25%BEH7%18%BH16%the dying is only a

matter for professional
health and social care
services

2349243311140341571912152423712282625432520299331There is currently
17%14%18%17%14%16%14%17%16%12%18%b15%18%b11%19%14%14%18%29%BdEF11%17%b16%enough support for

HiJkLpeople dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base
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Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

604978117821122253145389157237225219966748794548014816213429332236512261594I think caring for
73%82%Y76%88%79%81%w82%82%W83%I85%92%IJK85%IJK77%76%79%I78%I73%76%77%72%76%74%75%74%79%bdF78%someone dying at home

MNqMwould be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help

558947112519119242136364131226722018376488384498114715812629031936011511514I would be willing to
68%79%Y73%79%77%78%77%77%69%83%85%IJk75%Q70%87%76%q75%72%77%77%70%72%73%74%74%74%74%offer practical help to

MNQfriends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement

49283396823109232130343138196121715875917563526212913910625327430710221332I would like my friends
60%70%Y63%95%70%75%W74%W72%W73%IM71%78%IjM74%IJM61%87%69%IJM67%IM57%58%68%h62%61%64%64%63%66%65%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

474774944189319010529611412541801596524689381541081271112212532849681256I would expect my
57%65%Y61%78%60%61%60%63%60%46%68%61%61%68%61%61%61%51%57%56%63%h56%59%d58%D62%DH61%friends and neighbours

to support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

4147578522110119711730810716501721297536672330601221261042372602928831178I would like my friends
50%63%Y55%90%65%w63%W66%W65%W56%59%63%M58%m50%87%63%IJM60%IM53%56%64%af56%59%60%60%60%57%57%and neighbours to talk

more about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

147184268218412664282838414136181113123759418599107226333I think that caring for
18%15%17%r10%12%13%15%13%15%7%10%13%16%43%16%16%18%no11%20%h26%AbD23%AH21%AH23%AH22%AH15%16%the dying is only a

gHmatter for professional
health and social care
services

1411872744133424552949433341431801062041534883100110220331There is currently
17%16%18%RTU16%9%11%13%12%15%16%12%15%13%50%17%16%17%19%22%A23%A27%A21%A23%Ad22%Ad14%16%enough support for

people dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Agree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

5891933373034003973632352582422151247396981437I think that caring for
66%72%67%68%72%72%79%CDEF79%CDEF70%CD72%CD61%52%70%70%70%the dying is only a

matter for professional
health and social care
services

4531482812252963092721811991691851055835281111There is currently
51%55%56%50%54%56%59%CdE61%CDEf54%c50%52%44%55%53%54%enough support for

people dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

1874910899113105937894687419206220426I would expect my
21%18%22%22%20%19%20%C26%Ceh26%Ch20%C21%C8%20%22%21%friends and neighbours

to support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home

1463783748079584956655632139175315I would like my friends
16%14%17%16%14%14%13%17%15%19%H16%13%13%18%B15%and neighbours to talk

more about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

1343060766965483249544543131140270I would like my friends
15%11%12%17%il13%12%10%11%13%16%gH13%18%gH12%14%13%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

99255151554732384538381377127204I would be willing to
11%9%10%11%10%9%7%13%CH12%CH11%ch11%6%7%13%B10%offer practical help to

friends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6924402827431123302036165979137I think caring for
8%9%8%j6%5%8%j2%8%H8%H6%H10%eH7%H6%8%b7%someone dying at home

would be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

932869613149655174608782126204159144821071161251655315711981437I think that caring for
69%83%NOQR71%67%60%73%M72%66%67%70%J71%J59%72%fJ79%ACFJ70%J63%72%J70%J61%88%ACDE68%70%the dying is only a

SUFGhIJKLmatter for professional
health and social care
services

72211671085451114445760011314913199669497100112411099361111There is currently
53%61%NS49%56%65%Ns57%M59%Ns50%52%62%cDIJ52%49%50%63%acDI62%cDIJ52%57%dj48%48%61%acDI53%54%enough support for

kJkkJkpeople dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

4076253019190491872364248485622294336401745358426I would expect my
30%NoRs22%19%15%23%21%20%20%20%23%17%18%28%DgJK21%19%23%21%17%20%25%djK20%21%friends and neighbours

to support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home

2153162912132291531832528363824203424421134257315I would like my friends
16%15%12%15%15%15%12%17%o16%14%10%13%19%K23%AegJ13%18%K14%18%K13%19%K15%15%and neighbours to talk

Kmore about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

213813295106261391642336392513142816441121236270I would like my friends
16%q11%10%15%6%12%11%15%oqt14%13%13%14%13%13%9%15%9%18%EG13%12%13%13%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

14299161179201051252026252312111615291017174204I would be willing to
11%9%7%8%13%9%8%11%11%11%9%9%12%12%7%9%8%12%12%10%10%10%offer practical help to

friends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

12134115441381939211713511101223611121137I think caring for
9%st4%3%6%6%5%5%9%oST8%P5%7%6%7%5%7%5%7%10%7%6%7%7%someone dying at home

would be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

535889104821120242133364148236523617646187983957611912610924526230311311437I think that caring for
65%74%Y68%88%77%W78%W75%w77%W78%IjM86%82%IJk80%IJK68%44%72%I71%I64%71%BCD63%56%62%62%F61%f62%F73%BCD70%the dying is only a

MMFEFGmatter for professional
health and social care
services

411687765181082091223191161453184141346961331056104109732102112398701111There is currently
50%57%Y50%76%70%W67%W69%W67%W61%I55%68%IJK62%IJK54%37%55%55%50%52%55%bcE48%42%53%BCE49%e49%e56%BCE54%enough support for

Mmfpeople dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

188231320334694810251121376532192246101304948329798112314426I would expect my
23%x19%21%14%22%22%27%Rw22%27%Io44%17%26%IO20%19%22%I22%I16%29%ae26%21%18%24%23%23%20%21%friends and neighbours

to support me if I was
caring for a relative
dying at home

Page 12

Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

15115824512248266530774445-12416910018274232677180234315I would like my friends
18%X13%16%4%14%15%15%14%16%25%9%15%o17%-14%15%16%17%14%19%18%17%16%16%15%15%and neighbours to talk

more about supporting
people in practical
ways when dealing with
dying, death and
bereavement

107159222-1425184524583641-921349920233527565667203270I would like my friends
13%13%14%RT-9%8%10%9%13%17%10%12%16%jk-11%12%k16%jK19%bg12%15%16%14%13%14%13%13%to be more comfortable

talking about dying,
death and bereavement

1089115531329224834154125-861115110212927485158146204I would be willing to
13%X8%10%11%8%9%13%10%18%IJK5%7%14%IjO9%-10%10%8%10%11%13%15%A12%12%12%9%10%offer practical help to

MNOfriends and neighbours
dealing with dying,
death and bereavement

69661083121912301532191415973436122011313135103137I think caring for
8%X6%7%12%7%6%7%6%8%o10%2%7%o5%11%7%7%7%6%6%9%6%8%7%7%7%7%someone dying at home

would be easier if
family, friends and
neighbours offered
practical help
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
NET: Disagree Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6382083673154094243512312502472601768127031514NET: Agree
71%78%n73%70%74%77%k76%F78%F68%73%73%74%77%A70%74%

1725711678109114846776658340251165416Strongly agree      (4)
19%21%23%k17%20%21%18%23%21%19%23%17%24%A16%20%

4661512512373003102681631731821771365605381098Tend to agree       (3)
52%56%50%53%54%56%l58%DF55%f47%54%50%57%f53%54%53%

7318304044342427332526136287148Tend to disagree    (2)
8%7%6%9%8%6%5%9%H9%H7%7%5%6%9%B7%

27721111113811121311*154156Strongly disagree   (1)
3%3%4%j3%2%2%2%4%Ch3%C4%Ch3%c*1%4%B3%

99255151554732384538381377127204NET: Disagree
11%9%10%11%10%9%7%13%CH12%CH11%ch11%6%7%13%B10%

1583584828882772771535849165171335Don't know
18%13%17%18%16%15%17%G9%19%G16%G16%G21%G16%17%16%

3.063.113.113.043.093.113.113.073.073.053.123.143.18A3.003.09Mean

0.690.660.740.670.650.640.590.720.730.700.710.520.620.710.67Standard deviation
0.030.040.040.040.030.030.030.040.040.040.050.050.020.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would be willing to offer practical help to friends and neighbours dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

9926610214358669181664846143228177144801161281271796013113031514NET: Agree
74%77%n76%74%71%75%75%72%73%79%fJ79%FJ65%72%77%j76%J69%73%76%J70%74%j74%74%

3454314919187591712293068533822193835571740354416Strongly agree      (4)
25%T16%23%t25%nT23%21%24%nT19%20%16%24%G20%19%21%12%21%g20%g24%G19%22%G20%20%

662127194404821234936161141601241065997909212244919481098Tend to agree       (3)
49%61%NOqR53%48%48%54%51%54%53%63%bdeF56%J46%53%56%64%BDeF49%53%52%51%51%54%53%

UiJiJ

112351355716759115201517129121017715121148Tend to disagree    (2)
8%7%4%6%7%6%6%8%8%8%7%6%8%11%j6%6%6%7%8%9%7%7%

36435224293456106115512325356Strongly disagree   (1)
3%2%3%2%7%ot2%2%3%3%3%2%4%3%1%1%2%3%5%bgh3%1%3%3%

14299161179201051252026252312111615291017174204NET: Disagree
11%9%7%8%13%9%8%11%11%11%9%9%12%12%7%9%8%12%12%10%10%10%

2150243513143411511921733693212254033281630293335Don't know
16%15%18%18%16%16%17%16%17%10%12%26%BDgH16%11%16%22%DhKL19%dKL12%18%17%l17%16%

IKL

3.143.063.163.19nt3.043.113.17Nt3.053.073.033.143.093.053.093.053.123.113.073.053.143.093.09Mean

0.710.590.670.660.820.660.660.690.680.630.650.720.700.630.520.680.660.770.710.640.680.67Standard deviation
0.070.030.060.060.110.020.040.030.020.050.040.050.050.060.050.060.050.060.090.050.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would be willing to offer practical help to friends and neighbours dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

558947112519119242136364131226722018376488384498114715812629031936011511514NET: Agree
68%79%Y73%79%77%78%77%77%69%83%85%IJk75%Q70%87%76%q75%72%77%77%70%72%73%74%74%74%74%

MNQ

1292872691152906313844617666421712361112443534588102113303416Strongly agree      (4)
16%24%Y17%48%34%W29%W36%RtW29%W23%21%21%22%25%i22%20%21%18%23%22%23%26%22%24%23%19%20%

43066085676715272226871750154119547860233857104105802022172478481098Tend to agree       (3)
52%55%56%RSt31%43%49%s41%48%S46%62%64%jMN52%Q46%66%56%JMQ54%Mq54%mq54%55%f47%46%51%50%51%55%ef53%

UQ

786811231122183625153117-6784326172317393741107148Tend to disagree    (2)
9%X6%7%11%7%7%10%8%13%IJKM2%7%10%I7%-8%7%5%5%9%10%10%10%bh9%8%7%7%

n

302343-2741291-107-20271954691014173956Strongly disagree   (1)
4%X2%3%-1%2%2%3%5%jknO2%-3%3%-2%2%3%4%2%3%5%a2%3%3%D3%3%

1089115531329224834154125-861115110212927485158146204NET: Disagree
13%X8%10%11%8%9%13%10%18%IJK5%7%14%IjO9%-10%10%8%10%11%13%15%A12%12%12%9%10%

MNO
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would be willing to offer practical help to friends and neighbours dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

15815925922340186124363452112217512215233823606171259335Don't know
19%X13%17%rS10%15%13%10%13%13%12%8%12%20%jkN13%14%16%Ko20%jKN14%12%17%13%15%14%15%17%16%

OqOq

2.993.17Y3.063.413.28W3.20W3.23W3.19W3.003.163.163.063.16q3.253.093.103.083.103.113.103.063.093.103.093.093.09Mean

0.700.640.660.710.680.690.760.710.800.600.530.720.710.470.650.660.660.730.660.720.810.700.720.720.650.67Standard deviation
0.030.020.020.150.060.040.060.030.060.120.060.040.050.190.020.020.030.080.050.060.070.040.040.040.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would be willing to offer practical help to friends and neighbours dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

5261832962743303552961861912042161636546021256NET: Agree
59%68%N59%61%60%64%64%F63%F52%60%F61%f68%F62%60%61%

1353668597868413645526829160112272Strongly agree      (4)
15%13%14%13%14%12%9%12%12%15%H19%FGH12%15%A11%13%

391148229215253287254149146152148134494489984Tend to agree       (3)
44%55%N46%48%46%52%jl55%DEF50%DF40%45%41%56%DeF47%49%48%

1443878789187746369525918166168334Tend to disagree    (2)
16%14%16%18%16%16%16%C21%Ceh19%C15%C16%C7%16%17%16%

43113021221919152416151405192Strongly disagree   (1)
5%4%6%i5%4%3%4%C5%C7%C5%C4%c1%4%5%4%

1874910899113105937894687419206220426NET: Disagree
21%18%22%22%20%19%20%C26%Ceh26%Ch20%C21%C8%20%22%21%

18235977510992723281656656194179373Don't know
20%M13%19%17%20%17%16%g11%22%GH19%G19%G23%Gh18%18%18%

2.872.902.832.842.872.882.822.782.742.88f2.93Fg3.05eFGH2.90A2.812.85Mean

0.780.700.790.750.750.700.680.750.830.780.800.540.750.750.75Standard deviation
0.030.050.040.050.040.030.030.040.050.050.050.050.030.030.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 11
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would expect my friends and neighbours to support me if I was caring for a relative dying at home
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

7223081118455461495607091071981629766941071021605411010801256NET: Agree
53%66%nU60%61%55%61%62%61%61%59%i69%EFIj60%I49%63%I62%I58%58%i68%efI62%i62%I61%61%

l

1929103410101331381712645332013192025421118241272Strongly agree      (4)
14%t8%8%18%ST12%11%13%T15%ST15%p15%16%12%10%12%13%11%15%18%bi12%10%14%13%

532017084364451174225388015212977537587761194392839984Tend to agree       (3)
40%58%NOqR52%u44%43%50%48%46%46%45%53%eI48%i39%51%i49%i47%44%50%I50%51%I47%48%

U

3666161914152371451823241394813272928241440281334Tend to disagree    (2)
27%NORSt19%Rs12%10%17%17%15%16%r16%17%d14%14%24%DefH12%18%d16%16%10%16%22%ADhj16%16%

JKK

410911538124254107999213816357792Strongly disagree   (1)
3%3%7%t5%6%4%5%5%5%6%g3%3%4%9%abGjK1%7%Gk4%7%Gk4%3%4%4%

4076253019190491872364248485622294336401745358426NET: Disagree
30%NoRs22%19%15%23%21%20%20%20%23%17%18%28%DgJK21%19%23%21%17%20%25%djK20%21%

2340294618156441732173242614617293637361523333373Don't know
17%12%22%T24%T22%t17%18%T19%T19%18%14%23%BdK23%BdK16%19%19%21%bk15%18%13%19%b18%

2.772.812.782.96t2.782.832.862.882.872.832.96BFI2.88I2.712.802.91I2.762.87i2.93I2.862.792.862.85Mean

0.760.630.740.800.790.720.760.770.770.800.690.710.760.820.650.790.780.810.710.690.750.75Standard deviation
0.070.030.070.070.110.030.050.030.030.070.040.050.060.080.060.070.060.060.090.060.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would expect my friends and neighbours to support me if I was caring for a relative dying at home
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

474774944189319010529611412541801596524689381541081271112212532849681256NET: Agree
57%65%Y61%78%60%61%60%63%60%46%68%61%61%68%61%61%61%51%57%56%63%h56%59%d58%D62%DH61%

9617618992352407925453445-1141597721354038678089183272Strongly agree      (4)
12%15%y12%36%14%17%w23%RtU17%W13%15%7%11%17%nO-13%o14%o12%20%A18%A18%A22%A17%A19%A18%A12%13%

W

37859875510711386521790848146114641053030433738873155174196785984Tend to agree       (3)
46%50%49%S41%46%s45%s37%46%S47%31%62%IJK50%44%68%48%47%49%31%38%39%41%39%h40%h40%h50%BCD48%

MNQeFGH

14318725322353367740109593521581957823383928757888246334Tend to disagree    (2)
17%16%16%10%15%17%21%r16%21%Imo38%11%20%ImO14%19%18%I17%I12%22%20%17%16%19%18%18%16%16%

45446611116122411241618-3451247111042220246892Strongly disagree   (1)
5%x4%4%4%7%5%7%5%6%6%6%6%7%k-4%5%k4%7%6%4%2%6%5%5%4%4%

188231320334694810251121376532192246101304948329798112314426NET: Disagree
23%x19%21%14%22%22%27%Rw22%27%Io44%17%26%IO20%19%22%I22%I16%29%ae26%21%18%24%23%23%20%21%

162192276228522375253123947114118914021345033818094274373Don't know
20%x16%18%8%18%17%13%16%13%10%15%13%18%13%16%17%23%JKN20%18%22%19%20%19%19%18%18%

Q
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 13
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would expect my friends and neighbours to support me if I was caring for a relative dying at home
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

2.792.90Y2.843.202.822.872.872.882.782.622.812.772.882.782.842.852.90N2.812.842.893.01Ab2.842.89d2.88d2.852.85Mean
cD

0.770.730.730.820.820.800.890.790.780.850.670.760.840.440.740.760.710.910.850.810.770.830.820.820.720.75Standard deviation
0.030.020.020.170.070.050.070.040.060.160.070.040.060.180.030.020.030.100.070.060.070.050.050.040.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 13
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would expect my friends and neighbours to support me if I was caring for a relative dying at home
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

4881682702403293392831771891932041326215571178NET: Agree
55%63%N54%54%60%l61%KL61%F60%f52%57%57%55%59%56%57%

1073972566067473341495826150104254Strongly agree      (4)
12%15%14%12%11%12%10%11%11%15%h16%fH11%14%A10%12%

381129198184270272235144149144146106471452924Tend to agree       (3)
43%48%39%41%49%kL49%KL51%DEF49%f41%43%41%44%45%45%45%

1072966566358504044503821110134244Tend to disagree    (2)
12%11%13%13%11%10%11%14%12%15%c11%9%10%13%b12%

398161816218912141711294171Strongly disagree   (1)
4%3%3%4%3%4%2%3%3%4%H5%H5%h3%4%3%

1463783748079584956655632139175315NET: Disagree
16%14%17%16%14%14%13%17%15%19%H16%13%13%18%B15%

2616314913414413512070121809675293268561Don't know
29%24%30%i30%26%24%26%24%33%EGH24%27%31%28%27%27%

2.882.972.922.892.912.922.952.892.892.882.942.902.98A2.852.91Mean

0.750.700.760.760.670.700.610.690.720.770.800.740.700.730.72Standard deviation
0.030.050.040.050.030.030.030.040.040.050.060.070.030.030.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 14
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends and neighbours to talk more about supporting people in practical ways when dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

792187410545522150506656107175150110579496891355710710141178NET: Agree
58%63%Nr55%54%55%59%62%n55%56%59%61%e55%55%55%62%e52%51%57%66%ef60%57%57%

223217271110835111146193938241018171939922221254Strongly agree      (4)
16%T9%12%14%14%12%14%T12%13%10%14%14%12%10%12%9%11%16%f11%12%13%12%

57187577834413115395510881361128647768071964885792924Tend to agree       (3)
42%54%NRSU43%40%41%46%47%43%44%49%47%41%43%45%50%43%40%41%55%dej47%45%45%

174614201210923112135222625301814281924731195244Tend to disagree    (2)
12%13%10%10%14%12%9%12%12%12%9%9%15%jk17%agjK9%15%k11%10%8%17%AdgJK11%12%

47391236414733117666518436271Strongly disagree   (1)
3%2%2%5%1%3%3%4%T4%2%1%4%K4%k6%Kl4%k3%3%7%BeKL5%k2%3%3%

2153162912132291531832528363824203424421134257315NET: Disagree
16%15%12%15%15%15%12%17%o16%14%10%13%19%K23%AegJ13%18%K14%18%K13%19%K15%15%

K

3575445924237642603244984855124385461591838500561Don't know
26%22%33%T30%t30%27%26%28%T28%27%29%b31%B26%23%25%29%35%Bcdg25%21%21%28%b27%

Hi

2.962.902.972.922.972.933.00nt2.872.902.933.04bdF2.96h2.862.772.932.822.912.882.922.902.92h2.91Mean
HI

0.750.610.680.790.670.690.680.760.740.630.610.750.740.770.700.710.710.860.690.670.720.72Standard deviation
0.080.030.070.070.100.030.040.030.030.060.040.050.060.080.060.070.060.070.080.060.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 15
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends and neighbours to talk more about supporting people in practical ways when dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

4147578522110119711730810716501721297536672330601221261042372602928831178NET: Agree
50%63%Y55%90%65%w63%W66%W65%W56%59%63%M58%m50%87%63%IJM60%IM53%56%64%af56%59%60%60%60%57%57%

7218216472958448723273233-1171507015354134657581173254Strongly agree      (4)
9%15%Y11%30%18%W19%W25%RtW18%W12%8%9%11%13%-14%13%11%14%18%A18%A19%A16%A17%A17%A11%12%

34357468714721397322184134214096741852126045888570173184211710924Tend to agree       (3)
42%48%Y45%61%46%45%42%47%44%51%54%iM47%M37%87%49%IJM46%M42%43%46%f38%40%43%F43%f43%f46%f45%

12112218911840215324663628-1031317612223425545663181244Tend to disagree    (2)
15%X10%12%4%11%13%12%11%13%23%7%12%11%-12%12%12%12%12%15%14%14%13%13%12%12%

313657-48613612917-21382455871315185371Strongly disagree   (1)
4%3%4%-3%3%3%3%3%2%2%3%7%JKn-2%3%K4%5%2%4%4%3%3%4%3%3%

15115824512248266530774445-12416910018274232677180234315NET: Disagree
18%X13%16%4%14%15%15%14%16%25%9%15%o17%-14%15%16%17%14%19%18%17%16%16%15%15%

258282443133663310052422788511972831932841574095101118438561Don't know
31%X24%29%RST6%21%21%19%21%28%16%28%27%33%JK13%23%25%K31%JK27%22%25%23%24%23%24%28%c27%

u

2.802.99Y2.873.273.03w3.01W3.08W3.02W2.902.772.972.912.833.002.96jm2.93m2.872.893.02a2.952.962.952.972.952.902.91Mean

0.720.700.720.540.710.730.780.710.720.670.590.680.850.000.680.720.740.790.710.800.800.750.760.760.710.72Standard deviation
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends and neighbours to talk more about supporting people in practical ways when dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

0.030.020.020.110.060.050.070.040.060.130.070.040.070.000.030.020.040.090.060.060.070.040.040.040.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends and neighbours to talk more about supporting people in practical ways when dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

5531823262733573763392162201942291346866451332NET: Agree
62%68%65%61%65%68%k74%CDEF73%CDEF60%58%64%56%65%64%65%

1334487669378725060526525192131323Strongly agree      (4)
15%17%17%15%17%14%16%17%c16%15%18%c10%18%A13%16%

4201382392072642982671661601421631094945141008Tend to agree       (3)
47%52%48%46%48%54%jKl58%CDEF56%cDEF44%42%46%46%47%51%b49%

1032649555752402742433427106106212Tend to disagree    (2)
12%10%10%12%10%9%9%9%12%13%h9%11%10%11%10%

31512211213867111116253458Strongly disagree   (1)
3%2%2%5%j2%2%2%2%2%3%3%7%FGH2%3%3%

1343060766965483249544543131140270NET: Disagree
15%11%12%17%il13%12%10%11%13%16%gH13%18%gH12%14%13%

2085511599127111744797898362236216452Don't know
23%21%23%22%23%20%16%16%26%GH27%GH23%GH26%GH22%22%22%

2.953.043.04k2.913.03k3.003.04C3.05C3.01C2.953.03C2.803.04A2.953.00Mean

0.720.650.690.760.680.650.610.630.700.740.720.790.700.690.69Standard deviation
0.030.040.040.050.030.030.030.040.040.050.050.080.030.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 17
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends to be more comfortable talking about dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

782599411055596170566735114188158130681071111161536312411401332NET: Agree
58%75%NRU70%nRu57%67%67%70%NRU61%63%63%66%58%65%65%70%J60%66%65%73%J69%J64%65%

2945243712146431341772942462815362427371328281323Strongly agree      (4)
22%nT13%17%19%15%16%18%15%15%16%15%17%14%14%24%deFh13%15%15%15%16%16%16%

IK

49214717443450127431559851461121025471888911649958591008Tend to agree       (3)
36%62%NORs53%RU38%52%u50%52%RU47%rU48%47%51%j41%51%j52%47%48%51%j49%57%J53%J49%49%

U

1831111948320109129153035231312161230818181212Tend to disagree    (2)
14%9%8%10%5%9%8%12%11%8%10%13%e11%13%8%8%7%13%e9%10%10%10%

37210123629358643-112413345558Strongly disagree   (1)
2%2%2%5%t1%3%3%3%3%4%h2%2%1%-1%7%beGHI2%6%GHIJk4%h2%3%h3%

Jk

213813295106261391642336392513142816441121236270NET: Disagree
16%q11%10%15%6%12%11%15%oqt14%13%13%14%13%13%9%15%9%18%EG13%12%13%13%

3550275423189472162634463744323314643401234396452Don't know
26%T14%20%28%oT28%T21%19%23%T23%24%22%27%bCD22%22%21%25%25%d17%14%19%22%22%

3.053.003.082.983.113.023.05n2.952.972.993.003.013.003.013.18bDF2.883.05df2.902.983.022.993.00Mean
IjKl

0.780.590.640.830.550.680.670.710.700.750.660.700.630.590.650.790.640.780.690.650.700.69Standard deviation
0.080.030.060.080.080.020.040.030.020.070.040.050.050.060.060.070.050.060.080.050.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 18
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends to be more comfortable talking about dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

49283396823109232130343138196121715875917563526212913910625327430710221332NET: Agree
60%70%Y63%95%70%75%W74%W72%W73%IM71%78%IjM74%IJM61%87%69%IJM67%IM57%58%68%h62%61%64%64%63%66%65%

10821519714498553120353145248-1421908021424227737684238323Strongly agree      (4)
13%18%Y13%60%31%rW27%W30%W25%W18%i13%17%18%i19%i-17%i17%i13%20%22%Abc19%15%18%18%17%15%16%

3846187718601477722310315471651107449566272418797801801982237841008Tend to agree       (3)
47%52%y50%U36%39%47%u44%47%U54%IM58%60%IjM56%IjM42%87%52%IJM50%IM44%39%45%43%45%45%46%45%50%fH49%

81129174-1320123517562831-801117317193122484555157212Tend to disagree    (2)
10%11%11%RT-8%6%7%7%9%17%8%9%12%-9%10%12%16%abc10%14%c13%12%10%11%10%10%

g

272948-156108-1911-1223263445811124658Strongly disagree   (1)
3%2%3%-1%2%3%u2%4%K-1%3%4%JK-1%2%K4%JK3%2%2%3%2%3%2%3%3%

107159222-1425184524583641-921349920233527565667203270NET: Disagree
13%13%14%RT-9%8%10%9%13%17%10%12%16%jk-11%12%k16%jK19%bg12%15%16%14%13%14%13%13%

22520534913354298628310416011732351712439524289101116331452Don't know
27%X17%23%rst5%21%17%16%18%15%12%13%14%23%NoQ13%20%Nq21%Noq28%JKN22%21%23%24%22%23%24%21%22%

OQ
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends to be more comfortable talking about dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

2.963.03y2.943.633.28rW3.21W3.20W3.17W3.022.953.07i3.03i2.983.003.05I3.04I2.902.973.10b3.022.963.033.033.012.993.00Mean

0.700.680.690.490.680.670.750.690.710.600.600.670.780.000.630.660.750.790.710.710.720.700.710.710.690.69Standard deviation
0.030.020.020.100.060.040.060.030.050.110.070.040.060.000.020.020.040.090.060.060.070.040.040.040.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would like my friends to be more comfortable talking about dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6652103743494374333992422722582461768227711594NET: Agree
74%78%75%78%79%78%87%CDEFg82%cDF74%77%d69%74%78%77%78%

190661261031311191056882789453261218479Strongly agree      (4)
21%24%25%23%24%22%23%23%22%23%26%22%25%22%23%

4751442492473063142941741911801521235625531115Tend to agree       (3)
53%54%50%55%55%57%L64%CDEF59%D52%D53%D43%52%53%55%54%

541833192331516231729154561105Tend to disagree    (2)
6%7%6%4%4%6%1%5%H6%H5%H8%H6%H4%6%5%

15679511677371141832Strongly disagree   (1)
2%2%1%2%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%*1%2%2%

6924402827431123302036165979137NET: Disagree
8%9%8%j6%5%8%j2%8%H8%H6%H10%eH7%H6%8%b7%

1613487718877503164597346172151323Don't know
18%m13%17%16%16%14%11%10%17%GH17%GH21%GH19%GH16%15%16%

3.143.153.193.183.21i3.143.213.143.153.203.183.193.21A3.143.18Mean

0.630.670.650.620.570.630.530.640.640.590.710.590.600.630.62Standard deviation
0.020.040.030.040.030.030.020.040.040.040.050.050.020.020.01Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 20
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think caring for someone dying at home would be easier if family, friends and neighbours offered practical help
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

10229811315056719194681875144226193154861201401361826814513621594NET: Agree
76%86%NOQR84%NQ78%68%81%M80%nq74%75%80%j79%j71%77%83%J79%76%78%77%79%81%J77%78%

U

3772326914223591962554172663725364936601740413479Strongly agree      (4)
28%21%24%36%NOQs16%25%24%21%22%23%25%24%18%24%24%26%21%25%20%22%23%23%

T

65226818142495134485619103153127117618491100122511059491115Tend to agree       (3)
48%65%NOqR60%Ru42%52%56%55%R53%R53%57%j53%47%59%J58%j55%49%57%j52%59%59%J54%54%

U

10811043486372518151038891651093105Tend to disagree    (2)
8%ST2%*5%S5%s4%3%s7%oST6%P3%6%5%5%3%5%4%5%7%6%5%5%5%

153111141721443323227112932Strongly disagree   (1)
1%1%2%*1%1%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%2%2%1%1%3%2%1%2%2%

12134115441381939211713511101223611121137NET: Disagree
9%st4%3%6%6%5%5%9%oST8%P5%7%6%7%5%7%5%7%10%7%6%7%7%

2135183221128361581952740613213213527311222287323Don't know
16%10%14%17%t26%osT14%15%t17%T17%15%14%22%BDeg16%13%14%19%15%13%14%13%16%16%

hK

3.213.173.223.35NOq3.133.22M3.213.133.153.193.193.223.123.203.163.253.153.153.133.183.183.18Mean
T

0.650.540.580.620.570.590.610.640.640.600.620.620.580.600.640.610.590.690.600.570.620.62Standard deviation
0.060.030.050.050.080.020.040.030.020.050.040.040.040.060.050.050.040.050.070.050.020.01Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 21
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think caring for someone dying at home would be easier if family, friends and neighbours offered practical help
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

604978117821122253145389157237225219966748794548014816213429332236512261594NET: Agree
73%82%Y76%88%79%81%w82%82%W83%I85%92%IJK85%IJK77%76%79%I78%I73%76%77%72%76%74%75%74%79%bdF78%

MNqM

1723033321047956914153819806411822471482755554396107119360479Strongly agree      (4)
21%25%Y22%41%30%W31%W39%RTu30%W28%jk31%24%27%jK25%10%21%22%24%25%29%d24%24%24%25%24%23%23%

W

432675846117515876248104145417113554916323065393107911972152468661115Tend to agree       (3)
52%56%55%S48%48%51%s43%52%S55%54%68%IJk58%I52%66%57%I56%I49%50%49%47%52%50%50%50%56%bcd54%

MNQF

544983281511231331179139493959161024242878105Tend to disagree    (2)
7%X4%5%9%5%5%6%5%7%O10%1%6%O4%11%5%4%6%o5%5%7%5%6%6%6%5%5%

141725134172-135-2025413416772532Strongly disagree   (1)
2%1%2%3%2%1%*1%1%-1%1%2%-2%I2%i1%1%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%

69661083121912301532191415973436122011313135103137NET: Disagree
8%X6%7%12%7%6%7%6%8%o10%2%7%o5%11%7%7%7%6%6%9%6%8%7%7%7%7%

152153255-2138205518142347112417212519314431757890227323Don't know
18%X13%17%Rt-14%12%11%12%9%5%6%8%18%NOQ13%14%NOq15%NOQ20%JKN18%16%19%18%19%a18%18%a15%16%

OQ
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 22
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think caring for someone dying at home would be easier if family, friends and neighbours offered practical help
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

3.133.21Y3.153.253.243.26W3.36Rt3.25W3.213.233.213.213.222.993.143.163.203.223.253.173.223.183.203.193.183.18Mean
W

0.640.600.610.760.670.630.630.630.620.630.530.600.620.530.630.620.610.630.640.670.590.650.640.630.610.62Standard deviation
0.020.020.020.150.060.040.050.030.040.120.060.030.040.220.020.020.030.070.050.050.050.040.040.030.020.01Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 22
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think caring for someone dying at home would be easier if family, friends and neighbours offered practical help
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

1574983728395563950488062165168333NET: Agree
18%18%17%16%15%17%12%13%14%14%22%EFGH26%EFGH16%17%16%

47621161619810812295304373Strongly agree      (4)
5%m2%4%4%3%3%2%4%2%4%8%CEFGH2%3%4%4%

1114362556776472841365157135126261Tend to agree       (3)
12%16%12%12%12%14%10%10%11%11%14%24%DEFGH13%13%13%

34611118019023724021413414214712980416430846Tend to disagree    (2)
39%42%36%42%43%L43%L46%CDF45%CD39%43%c36%34%39%43%41%

24382157113163157149101116968643323268591Strongly disagree   (1)
27%31%31%k25%30%28%32%CD34%CD32%Cd28%C24%18%31%a27%29%

5891933373034003973632352582422151247396981437NET: Disagree
66%72%67%68%72%72%79%CDEF79%CDEF70%CD72%CD61%52%70%70%70%

1482681736960422259476153150134283Don't know
17%M10%16%I16%I13%11%9%7%16%GH14%GH17%GH22%eGH14%13%14%

1.951.891.871.931.871.911.801.811.811.882.08EFGH2.12EFGH1.861.93b1.90Mean

0.850.780.840.790.770.790.710.770.770.780.920.790.790.810.80Standard deviation
0.030.050.040.050.030.030.030.040.040.050.060.070.030.030.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 23
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think that caring for the dying is only a matter for professional health and social care services
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

214216311712739167206285057338243122492212314333NET: Agree
16%12%12%16%21%14%16%18%T18%p15%Bh17%BH21%BEH17%BH7%16%Bh17%Bh13%b21%BeH25%BEH7%18%BH16%

935212054853316126279414--7073Strongly agree      (4)
7%ORT1%3%t1%1%2%2%5%ORT5%P1%6%Bcl4%B3%B2%b4%B5%Bc2%B6%Bcl--4%B4%

123911291610734120154253446275172118342212244261Tend to agree       (3)
9%11%8%15%20%su12%14%13%13%14%bH12%h17%BeH14%BH5%11%12%10%15%BH25%BdEF7%14%BH13%

GHiKl

451816170323899436345772117979148716772892598701846Tend to disagree    (2)
33%52%NOqR45%u36%39%44%m39%39%39%40%41%36%46%Cj46%C47%Cj36%42%c38%29%55%ACDE40%41%

UFJKL

49105356017266802453255487625335364953762859497591Strongly disagree   (1)
36%Nq30%26%31%21%30%33%n27%28%30%30%j23%27%33%j24%27%30%32%J32%33%gJ28%29%

932869613149655174608782126204159144821071161251655315711981437NET: Disagree
69%83%NOQR71%67%60%73%M72%66%67%70%J71%J59%72%fJ79%ACFJ70%J63%72%J70%J61%88%ACDE68%70%

SUFGhIJKL

2018233216110291451742734552215213827221210259283Don't know
15%T5%17%T17%T19%T12%12%T16%T15%15%B12%b20%BDIK11%b14%B14%B20%BDIK16%Bd9%14%b6%15%B14%

1.841.821.871.832.02t1.851.831.96oT1.93p1.851.92Bh2.03BEH1.92Bh1.731.96BH1.94Bh1.821.94Bh1.92b1.721.93BH1.90Mean
l

0.910.670.750.760.760.750.780.850.830.750.850.850.760.690.780.860.750.880.820.590.820.80Standard deviation
0.090.030.070.070.100.030.050.030.030.060.050.060.050.070.070.070.060.070.100.050.020.02Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 24
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think that caring for the dying is only a matter for professional health and social care services
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

147184268218412664282838414136181113123759418599107226333NET: Agree
18%15%17%r10%12%13%15%13%15%7%10%13%16%43%16%16%18%no11%20%h26%AbD23%AH21%AH23%AH22%AH15%16%

gH

353664-27298--810339511431218192432343973Strongly agree      (4)
4%3%4%Rs-1%2%1%2%4%no--3%4%o31%4%io5%Io2%3%6%A8%A11%ABcD6%A7%Adh7%Ah3%4%

H

11214820421734245421283032197130999254121616773187261Tend to agree       (3)
14%12%13%10%11%11%13%12%11%7%10%10%12%11%11%12%16%JKN9%13%18%AeH12%15%H16%ah15%h12%13%

33849965275412363183861229127103437247823438697658142142167678846Tend to disagree    (2)
41%42%42%30%35%40%36%39%45%i47%37%43%40%44%43%i43%i38%36%36%34%33%36%33%34%44%BCD41%

EF

19739039614661197018162103610873-24732016137505051103119136453591Strongly disagree   (1)
24%33%Y26%58%42%W38%W40%W38%W33%i39%46%IJK37%IJK28%-29%28%26%35%bDF26%22%29%26%28%F28%dF29%f29%

Mnqmqg

535889104821120242133364148236523617646187983957611912610924526230311311437NET: Disagree
65%74%Y68%88%77%W78%W75%w77%W78%IjM86%82%IJk80%IJK68%44%72%I71%I64%71%BCD63%56%62%62%F61%f62%F73%BCD70%

MMFEFG
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 25
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think that caring for the dying is only a matter for professional health and social care services
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

142124224*1728184613262142110314611418344025687079199283Don't know
17%X10%15%RT1%11%9%10%10%7%7%8%7%16%NoQ13%12%Nq13%kNQ18%JKN17%18%a18%a14%17%a16%16%a13%14%

OQ

1.98X1.841.95RS1.511.671.751.741.751.85NO1.661.611.77O1.90O2.851.90NO1.91NO1.93NO1.742.00aH2.14AB2.06AH2.02AH2.03AH2.01AH1.861.90Mean
TUcDH

0.810.780.800.690.730.760.760.760.790.630.670.760.810.990.810.810.790.770.890.931.000.890.940.920.750.80Standard deviation
0.030.020.020.140.060.040.060.040.060.120.070.040.060.400.030.030.040.080.070.070.090.050.050.050.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 25
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I think that caring for the dying is only a matter for professional health and social care services
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

1513978788887664149457456163167331NET: Agree
17%15%15%17%16%16%14%14%13%13%21%EFGH23%EFGH16%17%16%

3611192512201231111308383775Strongly agree      (4)
4%4%4%5%J2%4%3%1%3%3%8%cEFGH3%4%4%4%

1152859537767543838344448126130256Tend to agree       (3)
13%10%12%12%14%12%12%13%10%10%12%20%dEFgH12%13%12%

2698916213917319118210810310210168350315664Tend to disagree    (2)
30%33%32%31%31%35%40%CDEF36%dF28%30%28%29%33%31%32%

1845811986124118897396678437233214447Strongly disagree   (1)
21%22%24%19%22%21%19%25%Ch26%CeH20%24%c16%22%21%22%

4531482812252963092721811991691851055835281111NET: Disagree
51%55%56%50%54%56%59%CdE61%CDEf54%c50%52%44%55%53%54%

29081143145168156122741181249777307305612Don't know
32%30%28%32%30%28%27%25%32%gh37%DGH27%32%29%30%30%

2.011.961.942.051.941.971.971.871.851.952.08FG2.16eFGh1.961.991.97Mean

0.860.840.840.890.800.820.760.740.840.820.980.840.830.840.83Standard deviation
0.040.060.040.060.040.040.040.050.050.060.070.080.030.030.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 26
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
There is currently enough support for people dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

2349243311140341571912152423712282625432520299331NET: Agree
17%14%18%17%14%16%14%17%16%12%18%b15%18%b11%19%14%14%18%29%BdEF11%17%b16%

HiJkL

12843-2734448-12151118959417375Strongly agree      (4)
9%nOQRST2%3%2%-3%1%5%Ot4%-4%bL5%BhL5%BhL1%5%BhL5%BL3%L4%bL5%bL1%4%B4%

1040213011113301121432140272611201720342119226256Tend to agree       (3)
8%12%15%u15%u14%13%13%12%12%12%14%10%13%10%13%9%11%14%24%BEFg11%13%12%

HiJkL

41139425331306842753586081966337586459622560568664Tend to disagree    (2)
30%40%NRsu31%27%38%34%34%30%31%33%28%35%d32%35%38%Dk35%34%26%28%33%32%32%

3171255522205601822425368353629363341501650368447Strongly disagree   (1)
23%21%19%29%Nst27%23%25%n20%21%29%FIJ24%J13%18%28%fiJ24%J18%23%J21%J19%28%AfIJ21%22%

72211671085451114445760011314913199669497100112411099361111NET: Disagree
53%61%NS49%56%65%Ns57%M59%Ns50%52%62%cDIJ52%49%50%63%acDI62%cDIJ52%57%dj48%48%61%acDI53%54%

kJkkJk

4087445317240653073724786986427296249812049536612Don't know
30%25%32%27%21%27%27%33%oqT32%P26%30%G36%bcGh32%G26%19%34%G28%g34%G24%27%30%30%

l

2.041.942.031.861.831.941.872.03O1.991.761.98bL2.12BEH2.09BHL1.792.00bL2.02BhL1.912.01BL2.19BeH1.782.00Bh1.97Mean
LL

0.980.750.820.820.700.810.760.880.850.710.880.830.870.720.850.840.800.880.890.730.850.83Standard deviation
0.100.040.090.080.100.030.050.040.030.070.060.060.070.080.080.080.070.080.110.060.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 27
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
There is currently enough support for people dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

1411872744133424552949433341431801062041534883100110220331NET: Agree
17%16%18%RTU16%9%11%13%12%15%16%12%15%13%50%17%16%17%19%22%A23%A27%A21%A23%Ad22%Ad14%16%

344166-35687-189340521562025173440433275Strongly agree      (4)
4%3%4%Rt-2%2%3%2%4%-1%3%4%31%5%i5%i2%5%A10%A11%Ad10%A9%A9%A9%A2%4%

1071462084102818462249352421031289114222731496067188256Tend to agree       (3)
13%12%14%rtU16%7%9%10%10%12%16%11%12%9%19%12%11%15%m13%11%12%17%a12%14%14%d12%12%

25639949725198501536682910373329336918828606338123119136527664Tend to disagree    (2)
31%33%32%9%33%31%29%32%35%31%36%35%28%37%34%j33%30%26%31%e28%22%31%BCE27%e28%e34%BCE32%

155288268165711172166506258168-177244121284546368792103343447Strongly disagree   (1)
19%24%Y17%66%37%W36%W41%rW35%W27%ik24%31%IJK28%IJK26%i-21%22%19%26%23%21%20%22%21%21%22%22%

411687765181082091223191161453184141346961331056104109732102112398701111NET: Disagree
50%57%Y50%76%70%W67%W69%W67%W61%I55%68%IJK62%IJK54%37%55%55%50%52%55%bcE48%42%53%BCE49%e49%e56%BCE54%

Mmf

272322500233683199448166886124433120631456454106121140466612Don't know
33%X27%32%RST8%22%22%17%21%23%29%20%23%33%NOq13%28%n29%No33%NOQ29%24%28%31%27%28%29%dg30%30%

U
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 28
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
There is currently enough support for people dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

2.04X1.932.07RS1.451.661.701.711.731.901.891.771.861.852.942.01mN1.98mn2.00mn1.972.11A2.20A2.24A2.10A2.16A2.14A1.921.97Mean
TUOoO

0.850.820.840.790.740.760.830.760.830.770.730.800.850.950.850.860.810.930.991.031.030.960.990.980.770.83Standard deviation
0.040.030.030.170.070.050.070.040.060.160.080.050.070.390.030.030.040.110.080.090.100.060.060.050.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 28
Q.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
There is currently enough support for people dealing with dying, death and bereavement
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Scenarios
Giving anGiving an

injection afterinjection afterGiving an
Giving approvedreceivingreceivinginjection after

doses oftraining andtraining andreceiving
prescriptionwith phonewith doctor ortraining and
medicine insupportnursewith no
tablet, liquidavailable fromsupervision theadditional

or patch forma nursefirst few timessupport

2054205420542054Unweighted base

2054205420542054Weighted base

697273368211Very comfortable   (10)
34%13%18%10%

26012818574(9)
13%6%9%4%

261233304158(8)
13%11%15%8%

221208239171(7)
11%10%12%8%

118165149188(6)
6%8%7%9%

203280219312(5)
10%14%11%15%

399560120(4)
2%5%3%6%

2911474122(3)
1%6%4%6%

189457105(2)
1%5%3%5%

24816099(1)
1%4%3%5%

46138110200Very uncomfortable  (0)
2%7%5%10%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 29
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Summary
Base: All respondents
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Scenarios
Giving anGiving an

injection afterinjection afterGiving an
Giving approvedreceivingreceivinginjection after

doses oftraining andtraining andreceiving
prescriptionwith phonewith doctor ortraining and
medicine insupportnursewith no
tablet, liquidavailable fromsupervision theadditional

or patch forma nursefirst few timessupport

2054205420542054Weighted base

155710081245802NET: 6-10
76%49%61%39%

157522361646NET: 0-4
8%25%18%31%

138244228294I would not be willing
7%12%11%14%to do this

7.815.856.625.16Mean

2.463.052.943.09Standard deviation
0.060.070.070.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 29
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Summary
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

892657465664453542334325124100223NET: I would not be
10%10%11%10%10%12%10%12%11%10%12%11%12%10%11%willing to give

injections

6316332438421816302526228156137NET: I would not be
7%6%6%5%7%8%4%5%8%H7%H7%h9%H8%6%7%willing to give

injections or approved
doses of prescription
medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

2610242218222718128173434386NET: I would not be
3%4%5%5%3%4%6%CE6%CEf3%2%5%1%4%4%4%willing to give

injections but would be
willing to give
approved doses of
prescription medicine
in tablet, liquid or
patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 30
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Not Willing Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

22371722111083085115183534211517251426911197223NET: I would not be
16%N11%12%11%13%12%12%9%10%10%12%b12%b11%14%b11%14%b8%11%11%6%11%b11%willing to give

injections

13138159581762798232791271781538117137NET: I would not be
10%T4%6%8%t11%T7%7%t7%t7%5%8%10%bEil5%11%abcEg5%9%4%6%4%5%7%7%willing to give

ilinjections or approved
doses of prescription
medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

82497250132436912712398611638086NET: I would not be
6%n7%N7%N4%2%6%M5%N3%3%5%4%2%6%bj3%6%bj5%4%4%7%bj2%5%4%willing to give

injections but would be
willing to give
approved doses of
prescription medicine
in tablet, liquid or
patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 31
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Not Willing Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

10311217011632164722483528-84112755222418394750173223NET: I would not be
12%x9%11%5%10%10%9%10%12%16%10%12%11%-10%10%12%5%11%h11%10%10%h11%h10%h11%h11%willing to give

injections

6762112*91182013331916-4965512161812303435102137NET: I would not be
8%X5%7%RT1%6%4%4%4%7%10%4%6%6%-6%6%8%2%9%H8%h7%7%H8%H7%H7%h7%willing to give

injections or approved
doses of prescription
medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

36505817218279251612-35472435661013157186NET: I would not be
4%4%4%4%4%7%W5%6%w5%6%6%5%5%-4%4%4%3%3%3%4%2%3%3%5%4%willing to give

injections but would be
willing to give
approved doses of
prescription medicine
in tablet, liquid or
patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 32
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Not Willing Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6872033713424184263722382812432501717997581557Giving approved doses
77%76%74%76%76%77%81%CDE81%cDE77%d72%70%72%76%76%76%of prescription

medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

5531473092893283192841892112102031496525931245Giving an injection
62%m55%62%64%i59%58%62%64%58%62%57%62%62%59%61%after receiving

training and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times

4531132492292672612371621771491711125254831008Giving an injection
51%M42%50%51%48%47%51%e55%E48%44%48%47%50%48%49%after receiving

training and with phone
support available from
a nurse

3578919518021121719412914812112981410392802Giving an injection
40%m33%39%40%38%39%42%44%ce40%36%36%34%39%39%39%after receiving

training and with no
additional support
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 33
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Comfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

9928010213255667190699890139196200154821161441411807313313421557Giving approved doses
73%81%nQR75%68%67%75%79%qR76%r77%77%k68%74%77%K78%k76%78%k81%K76%k85%jK75%76%76%of prescription

medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

8421973123465461445567001141581581175994123991495711610701245Giving an injection
62%63%s54%63%56%61%59%60%60%63%55%58%59%57%62%67%eK57%63%66%65%k60%61%after receiving

training and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times

691845610032442116450566991241308951789186115451008571008Giving an injection
51%53%qS41%52%39%50%48%49%49%55%K43%48%45%49%51%49%50%49%52%56%aiK48%49%after receiving

training and with phone
support available from
a nurse

521485278263568336244675116997739606563833788675802Giving an injection
39%43%O39%40%31%40%34%39%38%42%40%37%38%37%40%35%36%35%43%49%ADEF38%39%after receiving

hiJktraining and with no
additional support
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Death & Dying Survey
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 34
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Comfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

586960114621123255146387137226922820576698814408514916813430432737311821557Giving approved doses
71%80%Y74%91%79%82%W83%W82%W72%84%87%Ijk77%iQ79%I87%78%I78%Iq71%80%78%75%76%76%76%76%76%76%of prescription

NQmedicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form

4467919081910820312531910620541801596533698361691201311132442673059391245Giving an injection
54%66%Y59%81%69%W65%w71%W67%W56%77%69%inq61%Q61%76%62%62%58%65%63%58%65%61%62%62%60%61%after receiving

training and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times

3516537231697180104274821848148134644858826955100114912052262547531008Giving an injection
43%55%Y47%70%62%W58%W59%W58%W43%68%61%INQ50%iQ52%i76%52%IQ52%IQ43%52%52%50%52%51%52%52%48%49%after receiving

training and with phone
support available from
a nurse
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 35
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Comfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

277522575137214482218721138121100537848319447949883178194219582802Giving an injection
34%44%Y37%56%46%w46%W47%W46%W38%41%48%I41%I39%i55%44%I43%I31%45%49%A43%48%A45%A45%A45%A37%39%after receiving

training and with no
additional support
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 35
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Comfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

2821031531231821881339012111610977323323646Giving an injection
32%38%n31%27%33%34%k29%30%33%34%31%32%31%32%31%after receiving

training and with no
additional support

226971131071521501156399998562260262522Giving an injection
25%36%N23%24%28%27%25%21%27%g29%G24%26%25%26%25%after receiving

training and with phone
support available from
a nurse

155598064110107834869566243178183361Giving an injection
17%22%16%14%20%k19%k18%16%19%17%18%18%17%18%18%after receiving

training and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times

6530373439472716282938196889157Giving approved doses
7%11%n7%7%7%8%6%5%8%8%11%GH8%6%9%b8%of prescription

medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 36
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Uncomfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

4499405722261922933855890877126564769782046574646Giving an injection
33%29%30%29%26%29%38%nT32%33%32%31%32%36%bcfh25%37%bcfh25%39%BCFH33%23%26%32%b31%after receiving

training and with no
additional support

2779423911199662573234383585823374357631741458522Giving an injection
20%23%31%Qrtu20%14%22%27%q28%Qrt28%P24%29%j21%29%j22%25%23%33%bcfh27%20%23%26%25%after receiving

Jtraining and with phone
support available from
a nurse

23563129914839174214335745431927224536826316361Giving an injection
17%16%23%q15%11%17%16%19%18%18%20%cf17%22%CF18%17%12%26%BCDF15%9%15%18%18%after receiving

gJtraining and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times

1320111626212839521251412215131521514142157Giving approved doses
10%o6%8%8%2%7%5%9%Ot8%12%HiJ9%H5%6%2%10%H7%h9%H9%H6%8%h8%H8%of prescription

medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 37
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Uncomfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

2923384986378456133635168391125334521342487151124124147497646Giving an injection
35%X28%32%tu27%24%27%32%u28%33%NO17%20%28%O35%O11%30%o31%O34%O40%BCd25%31%29%31%G29%30%g32%g31%after receiving

Gtraining and with no
additional support

239268422322573089543167368121628516231475551100109126395522Giving an injection
29%X22%27%RST13%14%18%17%19%29%n11%20%25%26%11%25%25%26%29%25%24%29%25%25%26%25%25%after receiving

Utraining and with phone
support available from
a nurse

18117029021451206539194952115420710120324030717583277361Giving an injection
22%X14%19%RSU10%9%16%RsU11%14%U20%N4%12%17%20%11%18%18%16%19%17%18%17%18%17%17%18%18%after receiving

training and with
doctor or nurse
supervision the first
few times
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 38
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Uncomfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

85661311514102321-22323-6286479141618313741115157Giving approved doses
10%X6%9%RTU4%3%5%6%5%11%NO-3%8%O9%o-7%8%8%9%7%7%10%8%9%8%7%8%of prescription

medicine in tablet,
liquid or patch form
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 38
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
NET: Uncomfortable Summary
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

812262425650544053252910102109211Very comfortable   (10)
9%8%12%9%10%9%12%Ce13%CdE14%CDE8%8%4%10%11%10%

389102316231611179164363874(9)
4%3%2%5%L3%4%l4%4%5%3%5%2%3%4%4%

7616383739433727262917227484158(8)
8%6%8%8%7%8%8%9%d7%9%d5%9%7%8%8%

7721324544494228242830199576171(7)
9%8%6%10%l8%9%9%9%7%8%8%8%9%8%8%

85215231545144242729382610385188(6)
10%8%10%7%10%9%10%8%7%9%11%11%10%9%9%

1324376779069663748536642147165312(5)
15%16%15%17%i16%12%14%12%13%16%19%fg18%14%16%15%

5121321930391720192224176456120(4)
6%8%6%4%6%7%4%7%h5%7%7%7%6%6%6%

731224313334269262423164776122(3)
8%m5%5%7%6%6%6%3%7%G7%G6%g7%4%8%B6%

4526201736322116252110124956105(2)
5%10%N4%4%6%6%5%5%7%D6%d3%5%5%6%5%

4118269313221132013257554499(1)
5%7%5%K2%6%K6%K5%4%5%4%7%3%5%4%5%

72265245515147323136272610892200Very uncomfortable  (0)
8%10%10%10%9%9%10%11%9%11%8%11%10%9%10%

3578919518021121719412914812112981410392802NET: 6-10
40%m33%39%40%38%39%42%44%ce40%36%36%34%39%39%39%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 39
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

2821031531231821881339012111610977323323646NET: 0-4
32%38%n31%27%33%34%k29%30%33%34%31%32%31%32%31%

1243377687078684049475139173121294I would not be willing
14%12%15%15%13%14%15%14%13%14%14%16%16%A12%14%to do this

5.22m4.725.195.375.055.085.315.41ce5.344.905.074.775.125.205.16Mean

2.993.053.163.053.073.093.183.263.272.992.912.783.123.073.09Standard deviation
0.110.200.150.190.140.130.150.190.180.180.190.240.110.100.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 39
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

2239142491072282104283018161115191719930171211Very comfortable   (10)
16%No11%10%12%11%12%M9%9%9%15%diJ10%7%8%10%10%10%10%8%10%17%ADeI10%10%

Jk

412461271037475613756858376274(9)
3%3%3%3%1%3%4%4%4%3%2%5%4%5%4%4%3%3%3%4%3%4%

628112016618749113231516871615141416133158(8)
4%8%q8%q11%Qu1%7%7%8%q8%7%8%5%8%8%5%9%9%6%17%DGiJK9%8%8%

L

123514103732276981125221791914102779153171(7)
9%10%r11%5%4%8%9%8%8%6%9%8%9%9%12%Be8%6%11%be9%5%9%8%

1035918118212941061833312051371515426157188(6)
7%10%O7%9%14%O9%5%10%O9%10%f11%F11%Fh10%F5%9%4%9%f7%5%15%ACDFH9%9%

1652133423137291461752544422623193322381229261312(5)
12%15%10%17%s28%NOST15%12%16%s15%14%15%16%13%22%aegi12%18%13%16%14%16%15%15%

U

817710648185572911231141510131147109120(4)
6%5%5%5%7%5%7%6%6%5%4%9%bK6%4%10%bK6%8%5%4%4%6%6%

5154103371669851022151341210101368111122(3)
4%4%3%5%4%4%7%8%st7%P6%8%5%6%3%8%6%6%5%7%5%6%6%

4191643519517181512107989193593105(2)
3%6%S1%3%5%4%8%rSu6%s6%p5%5%4%5%7%6%4%5%8%b3%3%5%5%

81497240134659101112136751012398499(1)
6%4%7%3%2%4%5%5%5%6%4%4%7%5%5%3%6%5%3%5%5%5%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 40
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

18341925610226719820302524612132623416178200Very uncomfortable  (0)
14%N10%14%N13%n8%11%M11%8%8%11%11%9%12%h5%8%7%15%CFgHj10%5%9%10%10%

521485278263568336244675116997739606563833788675802NET: 6-10
39%43%O39%40%31%40%34%39%38%42%40%37%38%37%40%35%36%35%43%49%ADEF38%39%

hiJk

4499405722261922933855890877126564769782046574646NET: 0-4
33%29%30%29%26%29%38%nT32%33%32%31%32%36%bcfh25%37%bcfh25%39%BCFH33%23%26%32%b31%

2247302512137371191572338432517174020371716261294I would not be willing
17%14%22%NrT13%15%15%15%13%13%13%13%16%b13%16%11%22%BEGI12%16%b20%B9%15%b14%to do this

Kl

5.175.33o5.085.265.105.244.855.175.105.285.105.014.855.455.115.48e4.724.915.85dEI5.70ADE5.085.16Mean
jIJk

3.513.113.423.232.763.203.192.963.013.323.072.903.152.963.003.023.283.052.923.163.093.09Standard deviation
0.320.160.330.270.370.110.190.110.100.280.190.190.220.290.260.270.240.240.350.250.080.07Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 40
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

731381187355736882861347234991263820352618565160151211Very comfortable   (10)
9%12%y8%32%22%W18%W21%W19%W15%Im22%17%Im16%IJk9%43%12%I11%I6%19%ABce18%ABC11%10%14%Abc12%12%10%10%

MfdeF

284654-7127202-4514-4156137914122025284674(9)
3%4%4%-4%4%4%4%1%-5%NQ2%6%INQ-5%INQ5%INQ2%7%a5%6%A7%A5%a6%A6%A3%4%

4910912521223133183102222-77993711121312302937120158(8)
6%9%Y8%11%8%7%7%7%4%13%13%INQ7%Q8%-9%iq9%iq6%10%7%6%7%8%7%8%c8%8%

61110137181913321318222517399483131819283638133171(7)
7%9%9%6%5%6%8%7%7%6%11%8%9%11%9%9%8%3%7%8%11%H7%H8%H8%H9%h8%

6711914221133124621-22417-88104587252823445256132188(6)
8%10%9%8%7%11%7%10%11%NO-3%8%O7%-10%jO9%o9%o6%13%ah12%13%a11%h12%Ah11%h9%9%

119187241327411661256144530112115211410252920525967240312(5)
14%16%16%S11%17%rS13%9%13%s13%23%18%15%11%13%14%14%18%JkM10%13%13%11%13%14%14%15%15%
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 41
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

427593-71712257-1925-4267438815926243190120(4)
5%6%6%-5%5%7%5%4%-2%3%9%JKNO-5%6%Kn7%No8%4%7%5%6%g6%6%6%6%

Q

5861102*57122011221614-46604785111522212795122(3)
7%5%7%rT2%4%2%7%T4%T6%9%3%5%5%-5%5%8%8%G3%5%8%CG6%G5%g6%G6%g6%

50547539178267121011-4759367911520202283105(2)
6%4%5%13%6%5%4%6%4%4%2%3%4%-6%5%6%6%5%5%3%5%5%5%5%5%

51447811104169*31213-44572771019112929336499(1)
6%X4%5%U6%1%3%2%3%u5%2%4%4%5%-5%5%4%7%5%8%A7%7%A7%a7%A4%5%

92104150214332146291737271741026012161411282934165200Very uncomfortable  (0)
11%9%10%7%9%11%12%10%15%iJK3%9%12%k11%11%9%9%10%11%d8%6%6%7%7%7%11%BCdf10%

277522575137214482218721138121100537848319447949883178194219582802NET: 6-10
34%44%Y37%56%46%w46%W47%W46%W38%41%48%I41%I39%i55%44%I43%I31%45%49%A43%48%A45%A45%A45%A37%39%

2923384986378456133635168391125334521342487151124124147497646NET: 0-4
35%X28%32%tu27%24%27%32%u28%33%NO17%20%28%O35%O11%30%o31%O34%O40%BCd25%31%29%31%G29%30%g32%g31%

G
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 41
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

13515022611942226129512453821041441017242721445457237294I would not be willing
16%X13%15%5%13%14%12%13%15%18%15%15%15%21%12%13%16%k6%13%h12%12%11%h12%h12%h15%bdH14%to do this

4.775.46Y5.016.166.05W5.69W5.70W5.70W4.946.366.04Ij5.36IQ5.127.315.41I5.36I4.715.425.80A5.345.525.47a5.48A5.47A5.065.16Mean
MNQ

3.143.033.003.603.283.343.473.323.413.033.243.373.163.863.113.132.843.533.263.072.983.153.073.093.093.09Standard deviation
0.120.090.080.750.270.200.280.160.250.620.360.200.221.570.110.100.130.360.260.230.260.170.160.150.080.07Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 41
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with no additional support
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

14441111749291856671526628202166368Very comfortable   (10)
16%15%22%Ijk17%17%16%19%c22%Ce19%c16%18%12%19%17%18%

83234647415148323822212410086185(9)
9%9%9%10%7%9%10%de11%de10%d7%6%10%9%9%9%

1443773747780704446496235144160304(8)
16%14%14%17%14%15%15%15%12%14%17%15%14%16%15%

1152849547759522932554328122116239(7)
13%11%10%12%14%l11%11%10%9%16%FGh12%12%12%12%12%

6718313941382919253211358465149(6)
8%7%6%9%7%7%6%d6%d7%d9%D3%14%DFGH8%7%7%

95365149576247244238462197122219(5)
11%13%10%11%10%11%10%8%12%11%13%g9%9%12%b11%

27912826151651212105332760(4)
3%3%2%2%5%iKl3%3%2%3%4%3%2%3%3%3%

4011141328191581581414373774(3)
5%4%3%3%5%3%3%3%4%2%4%6%4%4%4%

231310111224131291363193757(2)
3%5%n2%2%2%4%jL3%4%2%4%2%1%2%4%B3%

28131642515113169184322860(1)
3%5%3%k1%5%K3%k2%1%4%G3%5%Gh2%3%3%3%

3613292820332819181414165654110Very uncomfortable  (0)
4%5%6%6%4%6%j6%7%5%4%4%7%5%5%5%

5531473092893283192841892112102031496525931245NET: 6-10
62%m55%62%64%i59%58%62%64%58%62%57%62%62%59%61%
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Death & Dying Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th-9th April 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

155598064110107834869566243178183361NET: 0-4
17%22%16%14%20%k19%k18%16%19%17%18%18%17%18%18%

922760465765473544334525126102228I would not be willing
10%10%12%10%10%12%10%12%12%10%13%11%12%10%11%to do this

6.63m6.226.83i6.766.486.446.686.906.596.536.596.356.726.516.62Mean

2.823.023.032.842.863.032.993.053.042.752.952.832.952.942.94Standard deviation
0.100.200.140.170.130.120.130.170.160.160.190.250.100.090.07Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

3465204519183501351854560252717213431441547304368Very comfortable   (10)
25%Ns19%n15%23%N23%21%M21%N15%16%25%GIJ21%iJ9%14%16%j14%19%J18%J19%J18%j26%AeGh17%18%

IJ

153812114791590106132229171018181328412162185(9)
11%11%or9%6%5%9%6%10%9%7%8%11%9%10%12%10%8%12%5%7%9%9%

145620277124351461802326433415313523292025264304(8)
10%16%14%14%8%14%14%16%16%13%9%16%K17%K14%20%dK19%K13%12%23%DeKl14%15%15%

15381520795251191442333362314181916211323202239(7)
11%11%11%10%9%11%10%13%12%13%11%13%11%13%12%10%9%9%15%13%11%12%

623719964206585101724153517162858138149(6)
4%7%5%10%11%7%8%7%7%6%6%9%gh8%3%4%9%g9%gh12%BGHkl6%5%8%7%

63413201688281021311637341811151416211125182219(5)
4%10%u9%11%u20%nstU10%12%U11%U11%9%13%12%9%11%10%8%9%9%13%14%f10%11%

1975224531362991062575155060(4)
*3%6%U3%2%3%2%3%u3%1%3%3%5%l5%l2%3%4%2%1%3%3%3%

31146-237445161410749393286274(3)
2%3%3%3%-3%3%5%4%p3%5%D4%3%4%6%D2%5%D1%2%5%d4%4%

31032321729363108525488-45057(2)
2%3%2%1%3%2%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%2%3%2%4%c3%-2%3%3%

3654219933418106665376215360(1)
2%2%4%2%2%2%4%4%4%4%b3%2%3%5%Bf3%1%4%b3%2%1%3%3%
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Death & Dying Survey
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 43
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

1520111236112374913161215257141538101110Very uncomfortable  (0)
11%NOt6%8%n6%3%7%M5%4%4%7%h6%4%8%h2%4%4%8%H6%4%4%6%5%

8421973123465461445567001141581581175994123991495711610701245NET: 6-10
62%63%s54%63%56%61%59%60%60%63%55%58%59%57%62%67%eK57%63%66%65%k60%61%

23563129914839174214335745431927224536826316361NET: 0-4
17%16%23%q15%11%17%16%19%18%18%20%cf17%22%CF18%17%12%26%BCDF15%9%15%18%18%

gJ

223718221111031881181835342215172514291011202228I would not be willing
16%N11%14%11%13%12%13%10%10%10%12%b12%b11%14%b11%14%b8%12%b11%6%11%b11%to do this

6.856.806.226.836.756.726.666.516.546.726.466.416.306.676.707.09EIJ6.116.717.03e7.01aEI6.576.62Mean
kjk

3.462.943.182.942.773.042.972.842.873.213.092.693.042.832.842.673.233.022.552.802.962.94Standard deviation
0.320.150.300.250.370.110.170.110.090.270.190.170.210.280.240.230.240.230.300.220.080.07Standard error
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Death & Dying Survey
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 43
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

121247231114890591344110237449416521876285349369094106262368Very comfortable   (10)
15%21%Y15%48%31%W29%W33%rW28%W22%I37%30%IJK25%IJK19%I54%19%I19%I12%27%A28%ABC22%21%23%A22%A22%A17%18%

Mqd

541311431172216411231024212851085210222413414347138185(9)
7%11%Y9%3%11%7%9%9%6%11%12%q8%8%21%10%10%8%9%11%11%7%10%10%10%9%9%

101202238322472363206103639-12616510214172026434858245304(8)
12%17%Y15%14%14%15%13%13%10%23%13%12%15%-15%15%16%q13%9%9%15%f11%11%12%f16%bCD15%

FG

11212418421529124919172724-108132779212729476267171239(7)
14%x10%12%s7%10%9%7%10%s10%4%9%9%9%-13%12%12%9%11%12%16%a12%14%aD14%D11%12%

59871122715143314141927-497554871110232126123149(6)
7%7%7%8%4%5%8%7%T8%2%5%7%10%JK-6%7%K9%k7%4%5%6%6%5%5%8%cg7%

91122168118241541221730201831048412183114444351162219(5)
11%10%11%4%11%8%9%9%12%3%9%10%8%13%10%9%14%JkM12%9%14%Ce8%11%10%11%10%11%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 44
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

3129491282118-1910-2636162353810105060(4)
4%2%3%5%2%3%1%2%4%-1%3%4%-3%3%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%

323963-*83106-2781313926541091716205474(3)
4%3%4%rU-*2%2%2%u3%-2%2%3%11%4%3%4%4%2%4%5%4%g4%4%3%4%

282848-34276--69-27361368771516174057(2)
3%2%3%rt-2%1%1%2%3%--2%4%-3%3%2%5%4%3%4%4%4%3%3%3%

332249-393103*3611-253617181181718194160(1)
4%X2%3%-2%3%2%2%2%2%3%2%4%-3%3%3%1%4%5%5%4%h4%4%3%3%

5752811523102716152115-455929787414151793110Very uncomfortable  (0)
7%X4%5%4%3%7%Ru6%6%8%i3%6%7%6%-5%5%5%6%4%3%2%3%3%4%6%bcde5%

4467919081910820312531910620541801596533698361691201311132442673059391245NET: 6-10
54%66%Y59%81%69%W65%w71%W67%W56%77%69%inq61%Q61%76%62%62%58%65%63%58%65%61%62%62%60%61%

18117029021451206539194952115420710120324030717583277361NET: 0-4
22%X14%19%RSU10%9%16%RsU11%14%U20%N4%12%17%20%11%18%18%16%19%17%18%17%18%17%17%18%18%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 44
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

10611417411633174823483528-87116765222418394750178228I would not be willing
13%X10%11%5%10%11%9%10%12%16%10%12%11%-10%10%12%5%11%h11%10%10%h11%h10%h11%h11%to do this

6.127.00Y6.468.097.57rt7.04W7.45W7.17W6.418.417.35Ij6.84iQ6.518.356.716.686.436.817.04a6.706.826.776.806.806.576.62Mean
WkmnQ

3.072.792.922.632.693.182.932.963.192.333.023.133.072.672.972.992.763.103.102.992.852.992.962.932.952.94Standard deviation
0.110.080.080.550.220.180.230.140.230.470.330.180.211.010.100.090.130.310.240.220.240.160.160.140.080.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 44
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with doctor or nurse supervision the first few times
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

1053182626861615263374812144128273Very comfortable   (10)
12%12%16%I14%12%11%13%C18%CE17%CE11%c13%C5%14%13%13%

6214283529363614231923146761128(9)
7%5%6%8%5%6%8%g5%6%6%6%6%6%6%6%

1042060446465614232293238118115233(8)
12%8%12%10%12%12%13%eF14%dEF9%9%9%16%dEF11%12%11%

100294252595442333140392311196208(7)
11%11%8%12%11%10%9%11%9%12%11%9%11%10%10%

8119373646463621292429268481165(6)
9%7%7%8%8%8%8%7%8%7%8%11%8%8%8%

1183272627374543345535640135145280(5)
13%12%14%14%13%13%12%11%12%16%16%17%13%15%14%

392416192931201117172110435295(4)
4%9%N3%4%5%6%l4%4%5%5%6%4%4%5%5%

5719182139362910192318155460114(3)
6%7%4%5%7%L6%l6%4%5%7%g5%6%5%6%6%

46212420272319102126117395594(2)
5%8%5%5%5%4%4%3%6%8%cDGh3%3%4%6%b5%

321722112621121019101712493281(1)
4%6%4%2%5%4%3%3%5%h3%5%5%5%3%4%

5216333531383522242317177563138Very uncomfortable  (0)
6%6%7%8%6%7%8%7%6%7%5%7%7%6%7%

4531132492292672612371621771491711125254831008NET: 6-10
51%M42%50%51%48%47%51%e55%E48%44%48%47%50%48%49%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 45
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

226971131071521501156399998562260262522NET: 0-4
25%36%N23%24%28%27%25%21%27%g29%G24%26%25%26%25%

982666506068543845374525133110244I would not be willing
11%10%13%11%11%12%12%13%12%11%13%11%13%11%12%to do this

5.87M5.336.035.955.755.725.97e6.23CE5.875.525.935.495.885.825.85Mean

2.953.063.143.062.993.013.093.123.212.982.932.823.102.993.05Standard deviation
0.110.200.150.180.130.120.140.180.170.170.190.240.110.100.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 45
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

3045173015136351021363544182313202423251039221273Very comfortable   (10)
22%NosT13%13%15%18%15%M14%11%12%19%DiJ15%J7%12%j12%13%j13%j13%J11%12%22%AcDE13%13%

fghIJ

631212152166076812208810111214718102128(9)
5%9%qS1%6%s1%6%7%S7%S7%4%4%7%4%7%7%6%7%6%8%10%AIKl6%6%

114618294109231021252524271915223116241220198233(8)
8%13%q13%15%q5%12%9%11%11%14%8%10%9%14%15%k17%eijK9%10%14%11%11%11%

1535111347922107129152531217151617341114186208(7)
11%10%8%7%5%9%9%12%11%8%9%11%11%7%10%9%10%15%bhk13%8%10%10%

6278178662179100162035188129191848149165(6)
5%8%6%9%10%7%9%9%9%9%7%13%BcFK9%8%8%5%11%Bf8%5%4%8%b8%

1642153127130291211502144462915191915321425240280(5)
12%12%11%16%33%NORS15%12%13%13%12%15%e17%E15%14%12%10%9%14%16%14%14%14%

TU

3147533211536361214115315911378495(4)
2%4%5%2%4%4%4%6%5%p3%4%5%5%5%2%8%g5%5%4%4%5%5%

22266138126576921813881012961195114(3)
2%6%u5%3%1%4%5%7%U7%p5%7%J3%7%j7%j5%5%7%j4%7%6%5%6%

410833271552679197941361012348794(2)
3%3%6%r1%3%3%6%RT6%rt6%P5%7%bj3%4%3%9%BfJ3%6%j5%3%2%5%5%

487112321138495121193627124106881(1)
3%2%5%5%t3%4%5%4%4%3%4%f4%4%f3%4%1%4%f5%f4%5%F4%4%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 46
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

132514153711850671519181737101918210125138Very uncomfortable  (0)
10%n7%10%N8%3%8%m7%5%6%8%6%7%8%3%5%6%11%bCgH8%2%6%7%7%

691845610032442116450566991241308951789186115451008571008NET: 6-10
51%53%qS41%52%39%50%48%49%49%55%K43%48%45%49%51%49%50%49%52%56%aiK48%49%

2779423911199662573234383585823374357631741458522NET: 0-4
20%23%31%Qrtu20%14%22%27%q28%Qrt28%P24%29%j21%29%j22%25%23%33%bcfh27%20%23%26%25%

J

224122241112031921241837372316183116261012216244I would not be willing
17%N12%17%N12%13%13%m13%10%11%10%13%b14%B12%15%B12%17%Be9%11%12%7%12%b12%to do this

6.26s6.12nS5.316.066.026.005.755.745.746.115.615.705.486.155.976.22ei5.475.646.246.41ADE5.775.85Mean
IJK

3.403.023.313.142.723.133.182.932.983.213.132.773.062.823.032.923.283.042.743.183.043.05Standard deviation
0.310.150.310.260.360.110.190.110.100.270.190.180.220.280.260.260.240.230.320.250.080.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 46
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

971761561141804811330716533751261685126413424727283190273Very comfortable   (10)
12%15%y10%48%26%W26%W27%W24%W16%I25%21%I18%I14%I57%15%I15%I8%25%ABcd22%AbC15%14%18%A17%A17%A12%13%

EFef

42859411419153214692818-5169314101812222828100128(9)
5%7%6%3%9%6%9%7%7%22%11%Ijk10%IjK7%-6%6%5%4%5%8%d7%6%7%6%6%6%

q

6317017711833185412317322311141386413232326465061173233(8)
8%14%Y11%4%11%11%10%11%6%12%21%IJk11%Q9%8%13%jQ12%Q10%12%12%10%15%12%12%12%11%11%

MNQ

8612116321328134413221828190119696152019334244163208(7)
10%10%11%6%8%9%7%9%7%9%3%6%11%nO11%10%NO11%NO11%NO6%8%9%11%8%10%9%10%10%

6210113321120103013-41727-6794535111910323438127165(6)
8%8%9%7%7%6%6%6%7%-6%6%10%n-8%8%9%5%6%9%6%8%8%8%8%8%

11915520931938265929153626110112711315223316544959215280(5)
14%13%14%12%12%12%15%13%16%No5%7%12%o10%13%12%11%18%JKM14%11%15%ce9%14%bc11%12%14%14%

NO
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 47
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

484585-2719823131414459243516172026296795(4)
6%x4%5%RSTu-1%2%*2%s4%7%4%4%5%11%5%5%4%3%3%7%dG10%ABCD5%g6%G6%G4%5%

Gh

486599*3641111--116-515744736815121995114(3)
6%5%6%RSTU2%2%2%2%2%6%NO--4%o2%-6%JmO5%mO7%MnO7%cG1%3%5%4%G3%4%CG6%bCfG6%

36557119107227-2923-3558288141342524266894(2)
4%5%5%4%6%3%4%5%t4%-3%3%9%IJKN-4%5%K4%7%e7%e6%e2%6%be6%E5%e4%5%

oq

4036641366159*41310-29392851111142125275281(1)
5%x3%4%t3%2%2%3%3%T5%2%5%4%4%-3%3%5%5%6%5%8%A5%6%a6%a3%4%

68681031629133319172716-57733881497202225112138Very uncomfortable  (0)
8%X6%7%4%4%9%RU7%7%u10%i3%9%9%6%-7%6%6%8%7%df4%4%5%5%5%7%7%

3516537231697180104274821848148134644858826955100114912052262547531008NET: 6-10
43%55%Y47%70%62%W58%W59%W58%W43%68%61%INQ50%iQ52%i76%52%IQ52%IQ43%52%52%50%52%51%52%52%48%49%

239268422322573089543167368121628516231475551100109126395522NET: 0-4
29%X22%27%RST13%14%18%17%19%29%n11%20%25%26%11%25%25%26%29%25%24%29%25%25%26%25%25%

U
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 47
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

11512118711836165124493832-92124795222418404851193244I would not be willing
14%X10%12%5%11%12%9%11%13%16%12%13%12%-11%11%13%5%12%H11%10%10%H11%h10%H12%H12%to do this

5.466.16Y5.657.516.99rW6.58W6.69W6.55W5.617.886.66Ij6.09IQ5.888.186.01I6.00I5.496.066.126.066.006.056.066.045.805.85Mean
kmnQ

3.102.972.973.212.963.303.273.213.332.593.383.353.112.463.053.062.853.393.392.963.043.113.113.113.033.05Standard deviation
0.120.090.080.670.250.190.260.150.240.520.370.190.210.930.110.100.130.340.270.220.260.170.160.150.080.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 47
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving an injection after receiving training and with phone support available from a nurse
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

84026150631756666555535339033627214897210822054Unweighted base

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

272751921431831801781321219611455378319697Very comfortable   (10)
30%28%38%i32%33%33%39%CdE45%CDEF33%C29%32%c23%36%a32%34%

1202573596564724649383222132128260(9)
13%9%14%13%12%12%16%cD16%cD13%11%9%9%12%13%13%

1184744607185603356364333122139261(8)
13%17%9%13%l13%l15%L13%11%15%11%12%14%12%14%13%

1203440546265351835514439109112221(7)
13%13%8%12%l11%12%l8%6%9%15%FGH12%Gh16%fGH10%11%11%

572223263732279212117235761118(6)
6%8%5%6%7%6%6%g3%6%6%g5%10%G5%6%6%

81186048573842262741402610696203(5)
9%7%12%I11%i10%i7%9%9%7%12%f11%11%10%10%10%

20699138975666162339(4)
2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%

183751172-54162111829(3)
2%1%1%1%2%1%*-1%g1%g5%cEFGH1%1%2%1%

582321132182261318(2)
1%3%N*1%*2%JL1%1%*2%dFH1%1%1%1%1%

1266387518461111324(1)
1%2%1%1%1%1%1%*2%G1%2%*1%1%1%

1081314514968798232246Very uncomfortable  (0)
1%3%n3%j3%j1%2%j2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%

6872033713424184263722382812432501717997581557NET: 6-10
77%76%74%76%76%77%81%CDE81%cDE77%d72%70%72%76%76%76%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 48
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

895268501448553553460296366337356239105410002054Weighted base

6530373439472716282938196889157NET: 0-4
7%11%n7%7%7%8%6%5%8%8%11%GH8%6%9%b8%

6317332439421816302527228157138I would not be willing
7%6%6%5%7%8%4%5%8%H7%H8%h9%H8%6%7%to do this

7.79m7.427.917.737.827.788.11CDE8.37CDEF7.87ce7.507.507.327.92a7.707.81Mean

2.302.662.562.472.322.512.322.252.482.502.652.432.422.502.46Standard deviation
0.080.170.120.140.100.100.100.120.130.140.170.210.080.080.06Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 48
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1374561351586795333177011011572912752311181571572071968518017562054Unweighted base

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

58146457329350842633477899726244425363743774579697Very comfortable   (10)
43%N42%Nos33%37%n35%39%M35%n29%30%43%DFGI35%j26%31%42%aFGi28%29%36%J31%43%fgJ41%AdFG33%34%

JJiJ

175221223115251201451926382512262722351020227260(9)
13%q15%oQ15%Q11%4%13%10%13%q12%11%9%14%k12%12%17%K15%13%15%k11%11%13%13%

742152579641124165162937362023272020727214261(8)
5%12%U11%13%U9%11%17%U13%U14%P9%10%13%18%cDKL19%acDK15%d15%12%8%8%15%d12%13%

L

1324129106827127154182935214142122301611207221(7)
9%7%9%5%12%8%11%Rt14%RT13%P10%h10%h13%BH11%h4%9%11%h13%BH13%BH18%BgH6%12%BH11%

415104639146679912181021216142142114118(6)
3%4%7%r2%8%r4%6%r7%Rt7%P5%b4%b7%B5%B2%8%Bh8%Bh8%Bh9%BHk4%1%6%B6%

93414301610423769912442923914111021524170203(5)
7%10%11%16%NotU20%NotU12%M10%8%9%7%15%cdEFL11%e11%e9%9%6%6%9%6%13%EFl10%10%

1643*1312426425325432183039(4)
1%2%3%2%1%2%1%3%o2%2%1%2%2%2%3%k2%2%1%1%4%AdK2%2%

42-219119204521-3232422729(3)
3%st1%-1%1%1%1%2%t2%2%2%1%*-2%1%2%1%5%dfHIJ1%2%1%

-4-1-6211131621-1225-11818(2)
-1%-1%-1%1%1%1%*2%1%*-*1%1%2%-*1%1%

1221-7314172512-4143-12324(1)
1%1%2%*-1%1%2%1%1%2%*1%-3%j*2%j1%-1%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 49
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13534613519482*8912429201163181287271199105*15218517423686*17917712054Weighted base

76591284141810646-2549-14446Very uncomfortable  (0)
5%NoT2%4%5%Nt1%3%M2%2%2%5%BcgHJ2%1%3%-1%3%2%4%bh-1%3%2%

9928010213255667190699890139196200154821161441411807313313421557NET: 6-10
73%81%nQR75%68%67%75%79%qR76%r77%77%k68%74%77%K78%k76%78%k81%K76%k85%jK75%76%76%

1320111626212839521251412215131521514142157NET: 0-4
10%o6%8%8%2%7%5%9%Ot8%12%HiJ9%H5%6%2%10%H7%h9%H9%H6%8%h8%H8%

131381595817627982327101271781538118138I would not be willing
10%T4%6%8%t11%T7%7%t7%t7%5%8%10%bEil5%11%abcEg5%9%4%6%4%5%7%7%to do this

il

7.958.21Nrs7.727.747.717.95m7.96n7.647.707.797.557.767.798.62AbD7.637.817.847.598.25k8.09dk7.747.81Mean
EFGIJKL

2.892.322.622.752.252.552.312.412.392.892.672.212.391.732.462.352.542.662.072.312.502.46Standard deviation
0.260.110.230.230.290.090.130.090.070.240.160.140.160.170.200.200.180.200.230.180.060.06Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 49
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822120115222516133118049621631953422417897114555510518220615438340646715822054Unweighted base

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

23246146714751549122275133312085430939817846646557130137164532697Very comfortable   (10)
28%39%Y30%58%48%W50%W52%W47%W40%I48%42%I41%Im33%54%36%I35%I29%44%aBC33%29%33%33%32%34%cf34%34%

DFg

10215719132737176520317403311211556314312422505458201260(9)
12%13%12%13%18%St12%10%14%s10%13%21%Ijk13%Q13%10%14%i14%i10%13%16%bcd11%13%13%12%12%13%13%

mNQf

10815120631132215217611343621071467812242621505361198261(8)
13%13%13%U11%7%10%12%11%u9%23%14%12%q14%23%13%13%13%12%13%12%12%13%12%13%13%13%

981211902518123017-62329-90119779233421495659162221(7)
12%10%12%RST10%4%6%7%6%9%-7%8%11%-10%11%12%n8%12%15%a12%12%13%12%10%11%

U

457093-5145199-31121-42634338191325283088118(6)
5%6%6%-3%4%3%4%4%-4%4%8%jkn-5%6%k7%3%4%8%g8%6%6%6%6%6%

8610914911730134318242515176928410112312343341156203(5)
10%9%10%4%11%10%7%9%10%7%6%8%6%13%9%8%13%JKMN9%6%10%7%9%8%8%10%10%

o
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 50
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

221730-15288-2108-111910-1757993039(4)
3%x1%2%-1%2%1%2%4%ijK-3%3%jK3%k-1%2%k2%-*3%dG3%2%g2%G2%g2%2%

161226-1324*--*4-101415-235510102029(3)
2%1%2%-1%1%1%1%*--*1%-1%1%2%Nq-1%2%3%1%2%d2%D1%1%

81017-11-13--33-912435317771218(2)
1%1%1%r-**-*2%--1%1%-1%1%1%3%a3%A1%1%2%2%1%1%1%

71418--2251--12-1618435338781524(1)
1%1%1%--1%1%1%1%--*1%-2%in2%1%2%3%1%2%2%2%2%1%1%

321340123368--86-17231441-34573946Very uncomfortable  (0)
4%X1%3%4%2%1%2%1%4%jkno--3%2%-2%2%2%3%cDFg1%-2%f1%1%1%cD2%dF2%

586960114621123255146387137226922820576698814408514916813430432737311821557NET: 6-10
71%80%Y74%91%79%82%W83%W82%W72%84%87%Ijk77%iQ79%I87%78%I78%Iq71%80%78%75%76%76%76%76%76%76%

NQ

85661311514102321-22323-6286479141618313741115157NET: 0-4
10%X6%9%RTU4%3%5%6%5%11%NO-3%8%O9%o-7%8%8%9%7%7%10%8%9%8%7%8%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 50
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8241197154024**15531117647318926**79*2952598**8571124622106*19122617539943149015562054Weighted base

6862113*91182013331916-5066512161812303435102138I would not be willing
8%X5%7%RT1%6%4%4%4%7%10%4%6%6%-6%6%8%2%9%H8%h7%7%H8%H7%H7%h7%to do this

7.478.09Y7.658.758.53W8.43W8.44W8.39W7.738.988.64IJ8.09IQ7.808.807.93I7.91I7.517.988.007.667.727.807.777.797.837.81Mean
KMNQ

2.652.272.512.302.172.192.352.212.791.431.682.482.451.782.462.452.452.742.392.242.512.412.412.452.462.46Standard deviation
0.100.070.070.470.170.120.180.100.200.280.180.140.160.670.080.070.110.270.180.160.210.130.120.120.060.06Standard error
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Table 50
Q.2 End of life care can involve a relative, friend, or neighbour giving a pain-relief injection to a dying person at home to
keep them comfortable and to improve the quality of their life as an alternative to waiting for a doctor or nurse to administer it.
If you were caring for someone who was dying and wanted to stay at home, how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel about each of
the following scenarios?
Giving approved doses of prescription medicine in tablet, liquid or patch form
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

892462355375524245373415108117225Unweighted base

89*26**57*46**56*64*45*35*42*33**43**25**124*100*223Weighted base

1871412111012123713-272047I am uncomfortable with
20%28%24%27%20%16%26%F36%F7%21%30%-22%20%21%injections/ needles

generally

5667510764443151328I am not a health care
5%22%11%14%8%15%15%18%10%12%9%11%12%13%12%professional/ it is the

job of health care
professionals to do
this

122542931355311921I would feel
13%7%9%10%4%14%7%2%7%16%12%13%9%9%9%uncomfortable/ uneasy

doing this

3186235273-212719I would be worried
4%3%14%13%4%5%11%5%18%9%-9%10%7%9%about making a mistake

10-5139624-1512518It is too much
11%-8%2%6%14%12%7%9%-3%19%10%5%8%responsibility/ it is

not my responsibility/
not up to me to be in
that position/ role

11121661351326914I do not agree with it/
13%4%3%1%11%10%2%8%13%h2%7%7%5%9%6%do not like the idea

4133636121-48513I would not want to end
5%4%4%5%10%4%13%g2%5%2%-15%7%5%6%someone's life

3-1543*22-559413I have no training/
3%-2%12%7%5%1%5%5%-10%19%7%4%6%would want training

before doing this

212-562311518513I lack the confidence
2%5%4%-9%9%4%10%3%2%12%4%7%5%6%to do it

51522-224-1-549I would not want to
5%3%9%I4%4%-5%7%9%-2%-4%4%4%cause pain/ harm to the

patient
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Table 51
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

89*26**57*46**56*64*45*35*42*33**43**25**124*100*223Weighted base

33*14312-312639I could not do it/ I am
3%13%1%3%7%5%2%5%-8%3%8%5%3%4%not capable

2-511-5-1-1-257I would be held
2%-9%Ij2%1%-10%g-2%-3%-1%5%3%responsible if anything

went wrong/ I could
face prosecution

1332-11-222-526I would find this too
1%12%6%4%-2%1%-4%6%5%-4%2%3%upsetting/ emotionally

difficult

11-32*2-3--1426Feelings of guilt/ I
2%4%-7%4%1%5%-8%--4%4%2%3%would be unable to

forgive myself if
anything bad happened

311-211-*121325I am squeamish/ feel
4%3%1%-4%2%1%-1%2%4%4%2%2%2%nauseous/ dislike blood

211-2*1--12-3*3I would be too afraid
2%2%1%-4%1%3%--2%4%-2%*1%(non-specific)

--12--2---1-2-2I lack the experience
--1%3%--3%---2%-2%-1%

1---1111----112I have had bad
1%---2%2%3%2%----1%1%1%experiences/ have bad

memories of dying loved
ones to get too
involved again

--2------2--2-2I am not physically
--3%------6%--2%-1%able to/ unsteady hands

etc

111--1-1-1--111I do not think I could
1%2%1%--1%-2%-3%--1%1%1%bring myself to do it

--1---1-----1-1There could be negative
--1%---2%-----1%-*repercussions/ a bad

outcome
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Table 51
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

89*26**57*46**56*64*45*35*42*33**43**25**124*100*223Weighted base

412133214*-2469Other answers
4%3%4%2%5%5%4%3%10%1%-7%3%6%4%

5-1242111232279Nothing/ no reason in
6%-2%4%7%3%1%3%3%5%6%6%1%7%B4%particular

7164152-44147815Don't know
8%6%10%j8%1%8%4%-10%g13%2%16%6%8%7%
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Table 51
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

194918161011235781131530332614202219251011200225Unweighted base

22**37*17**22**11**108*30**85*115*18**35**34**21**15**17**25**14**26**9**11**197223Weighted base

21014522817252103264418514047I am uncomfortable with
7%28%6%19%44%20%27%20%22%12%29%8%12%42%26%17%10%33%50%7%20%21%injections/ needles

generally

4733-17191065-42351--22428I am not a health care
19%18%19%15%-16%3%11%9%36%13%-21%13%19%19%6%--15%12%12%professional/ it is the

job of health care
professionals to do
this

3221176813554*--114112021I would feel
12%5%9%3%7%7%19%9%12%26%14%12%2%--3%4%14%7%7%10%9%uncomfortable/ uneasy

doing this

1347115314-11311722111819I would be worried
5%7%24%32%7%14%M9%2%3%-4%3%15%7%3%26%14%9%8%6%9%9%about making a mistake

-531-855103431*-11*-31418It is too much
-12%16%3%-7%16%6%9%16%12%9%4%3%-6%7%2%-29%7%8%responsibility/ it is

not my responsibility/
not up to me to be in
that position/ role

-*-2-2112123241--1*1-21214I do not agree with it/
-1%-8%-2%2%14%T11%P16%7%12%2%--4%3%4%-18%6%6%do not like the idea

-431-8155-531--1-1-21213I would not want to end
-11%15%6%-7%3%5%5%-15%8%5%--5%-5%-16%6%6%someone's life

41-5-10*33-2---56-1*-1313I have no training/
20%3%-21%-9%m1%3%3%-4%---28%25%-2%5%-7%6%would want training

before doing this

-4-2391341-422-111-2913I lack the confidence
-10%-11%29%9%2%4%3%6%-11%10%11%-4%7%2%-18%5%6%to do it
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Table 52
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

22**37*17**22**11**108*30**85*115*18**35**34**21**15**17**25**14**26**9**11**197223Weighted base

--22-433511111-2111-89I would not want to
--13%7%-3%9%3%5%5%3%2%3%8%-9%4%3%11%-4%4%cause pain/ harm to the

patient

12---22562111--1-3--99I could not do it/ I am
3%5%---2%6%6%6%14%4%2%5%--3%-10%--4%4%not capable

-14--5-22--1-1-11--247I would be held
-2%23%--4%-2%2%--3%-7%-6%9%--16%2%3%responsible if anything

went wrong/ I could
face prosecution

21---3314122---2----66I would find this too
9%2%---2%9%2%3%5%6%5%---8%----3%3%upsetting/ emotionally

difficult

22*--4-22-211*-2----66Feelings of guilt/ I
8%4%3%--4%-3%2%-5%4%5%3%-7%----3%3%would be unable to

forgive myself if
anything bad happened

-1---1*44-1111*-1---35I am squeamish/ feel
-1%---*1%4%3%-2%3%2%7%2%-6%---2%2%nauseous/ dislike blood

-*1--12-2-21----*---33I would be too afraid
-1%4%--1%7%-2%-5%4%----3%---2%1%(non-specific)

12---2------2---1---22I lack the experience
4%4%n---2%------7%---6%---1%1%

-1---1-11-----1-*1--22I have had bad
-4%---1%-1%1%-----5%-3%3%--1%1%experiences/ have bad

memories of dying loved
ones to get too
involved again

2----2----2---------22I am not physically
9%----2%----6%---------1%1%able to/ unsteady hands

etc
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Table 52
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Which of the following best describes your current working status?Region
RetiredNot

Retiredon aworkingNotNET:Work-Work-York-
with astateand notworkingNotingingNET:EastWestshire &

Houseprivatepensionseekingseekingwork-partfullWork-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
personpensiononlyworkworkingtimetimeingWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandEnglandTotal

(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

22**37*17**22**11**108*30**85*115*18**35**34**21**15**17**25**14**26**9**11**197223Weighted base

------111--1-*1-----11I do not think I could
------3%1%1%--2%-2%3%-----1%1%bring myself to do it

--1--1----1---------11There could be negative
--4%--1%----2%---------**repercussions/ a bad

outcome

1112-5234-122-11111-99Other answers
5%3%4%8%-4%6%3%4%-2%5%8%-9%5%7%2%7%-5%4%

11-114145-15-21--1--79Nothing/ no reason in
3%3%-4%8%3%4%5%5%-2%15%-11%7%--3%--4%4%particular

111317-991-13-1144211515Don't know
7%2%7%12%5%6%-10%8%4%-2%13%-4%3%27%14%19%7%7%7%
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Table 52
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - a/h - b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l - m/p - n/o/q/r/s/t/u
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103114174213271744246104027-89116686192416404448177225Unweighted base

103*112*1701**16**32**16**47*22**4**8**35*28**-**84*112*75*5**22**24**18**39*47*50*173223Weighted base

212629-514416911126-212782445912123547I am uncomfortable with
20%23%17%-29%42%23%35%W42%26%15%34%I21%-25%I24%i11%30%19%16%26%22%24%25%20%21%injections/ needles

generally

141420-36262--23-111412--222442428I am not a health care
14%12%12%-20%20%11%13%8%--5%11%-13%12%16%--7%10%5%8%7%14%12%professional/ it is the

job of health care
professionals to do
this

81220--1-121-27-411511213231821I would feel
8%11%12%r--2%-1%8%12%-7%25%-5%10%K7%17%4%8%7%7%4%5%10%9%uncomfortable/ uneasy

doing this

81211--246-1112-799-11-2221719I would be worried
8%10%7%--6%25%13%-14%8%3%6%-9%8%12%-5%4%-5%4%4%10%9%about making a mistake

711121-5-63125--558-11-2221518It is too much
7%9%7%72%-16%-13%11%20%23%15%J--6%4%10%-5%5%-6%5%5%9%8%responsibility/ it is

not my responsibility/
not up to me to be in
that position/ role
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Table 53
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103*112*1701**16**32**16**47*22**4**8**35*28**-**84*112*75*5**22**24**18**39*47*50*173223Weighted base

7814-----3--3--666--242441114I do not agree with it/
7%7%8%r-----12%--8%--7%6%7%--8%20%5%8%7%6%6%do not like the idea

7710--3-31-343-582--111111213I would not want to end
6%6%6%--9%-6%4%-37%11%i10%-6%7%2%--6%7%3%3%3%7%6%someone's life

5812-----*--*--558-43-444913I have no training/
5%7%7%-----1%--1%--6%5%10%-18%14%-10%8%8%5%6%would want training

before doing this

2810-1233----1-567---2-221113I lack the confidence
2%7%6%-8%7%18%6%----2%-6%5%9%n---11%-4%4%6%6%to do it

548---22--111-454---1-1189I would not want to
5%4%4%---10%3%--8%2%4%-5%4%5%---5%-2%2%5%4%cause pain/ harm to the

patient

458-111111122-243211-21279I could not do it/ I am
4%4%5%-4%2%4%1%5%14%9%7%7%-2%3%4%42%6%6%-5%3%4%4%4%not capable

253--4-4--221-122--1-11157I would be held
2%4%2%--12%-8%W--31%7%2%-1%2%3%--5%-3%2%2%3%3%responsible if anything

went wrong/ I could
face prosecution
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Table 53
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103*112*1701**16**32**16**47*22**4**8**35*28**-**84*112*75*5**22**24**18**39*47*50*173223Weighted base

413-2--22--2--114---1-1166I would find this too
4%1%2%-12%--4%9%--6%j--1%1%5%j---5%-2%2%3%3%upsetting/ emotionally

difficult

155---11------551-2--22256Feelings of guilt/ I
1%5%3%---9%3%------6%5%1%-8%--5%4%4%3%3%would be unable to

forgive myself if
anything bad happened

233--111----1-231--2122235I am squeamish/ feel
2%2%2%--3%7%2%----3%-3%3%2%--8%6%5%4%4%2%2%nauseous/ dislike blood

-33------1*1--112--1111133I would be too afraid
-3%2%------12%6%3%--1%1%2%--2%3%1%1%1%2%1%(non-specific)

122---------1-22--1--11122I lack the experience
1%1%1%---------3%-2%2%--4%--2%2%2%1%1%

111---11--11----1-------22I have had bad
1%1%1%---5%2%--17%4%jk----1%-------1%1%experiences/ have bad

memories of dying loved
ones to get too
involved again

2---2--22--2------------22I am not physically
2%---12%--4%W9%--6%iJK------------1%1%able to/ unsteady hands

etc
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Table 53
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Q.6 Has
someone close

to you, such
as a friend
or family

member, died
in the last 5Do you have a longstanding physical orDo you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how

years?mental condition or disability?Marital Statusold are they?
NET:
Mar-
ried/

NET:Civil
Wid-part-No

Yes -owed/ner-child-
physicYes -separ-Civilship/Anyren

Yes -almentalated/CoPart-coAnyAnyAnyagedNET:NET:aged
Yes -disa-condi-condi-NET:Div-Separ-Wid-div-Hab-ner-Mar-hab-agedagedagedunderAny 5-UnderNET:18 or

NoYesNootherbilitytiontionYesorcedatedowedorceditingshiprieditingSingle16-1811-155-1051816YesunderTotal
(y)(x)(w)(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103*112*1701**16**32**16**47*22**4**8**35*28**-**84*112*75*5**22**24**18**39*47*50*173223Weighted base

111*--111--1--11*--1-11111I do not think I could
1%1%*28%--3%2%2%--2%--1%1%*--3%-2%1%1%1%1%bring myself to do it

-11-----------11--------11There could be negative
-1%*-----------1%1%--------**repercussions/ a bad

outcome

459--1-1--111-454-13133369Other answers
4%5%5%--2%-1%--7%2%2%-5%4%5%-4%12%7%7%6%6%4%4%

518-1--11--11-344-11222269Nothing/ no reason in
5%x1%5%-3%--1%2%--2%2%-4%3%6%-4%3%8%4%5%5%4%4%particular

8511-43-411124-47615315551015Don't know
8%5%6%-24%8%-8%5%14%7%7%13%-5%7%8%11%22%12%5%13%10%10%6%7%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 53
Q.3 You mentioned that you would not be willing to give injections to a dying person at home. Could you tell us why this is in the space below?
Base: All respondents who would be unwilling to give injections to a dying person at home

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - r/s/t/u/v/w - x/y
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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